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• Controversy

• Politics

Man continues solo abortion protest

Lawmakers
take tour of
research labs

By Brad Morin
Maine Campus staff
The steps of the Memorial
Union were crowded with students Monday enjoying the bright
sunshine. Some of them talked,
smoked or finished up their lunch.
A few yards away from
them, one man stood with his
back to the construction fence.
His body was covered with a
large poster. At the top of the
poster were the emaciated
corpses of Holocaust victims.
Beneath it was a bloody aborted fetus. The sign read "America's Holocaust."
The abortion protester, Terrence Hughes,professor of geological sciences at the University of Maine, has become a
familiar sight outside of the
Union. He said he has been
doing his solo protest for the
last four or five years, usually
on Mondays around lunch time.
"What Roe v. Wade did is
make it legal for members of this
generation to kill every —every —
member of the next generation
of Americans for their personal
convenience," Hughes said.
"That makes America no
different from Nazi Germany
because it was legal to kill every single Jew."
Hughes said he gets mixed
reactions from students.
"I get as much support as I

Terrence Hughes protested abortion in front of the Union Monday.
(Mike Zubik photo.)

do anger," Hughes said. "It's
basically educational. I'm not
here yelling at anybody. I let
the pictures do the talking."
Hughes was upset because
an officer from Public Safety
showed up when Hughes came
to the Union.
"My standing here does not
in any way affect public safety," he said.
Investigator Chris Gardner,
Safety,said the officPublic
of
er was not there to interfere
with Hughes's protest.
"We got a complaint from
someone about the person being there," he said."It's not out
of the ordinary. We get it for
other groups."
Gardner said Public Safety
received a similar complaint
when a religious group set up a
booth in the union last year which
protested homosexuality.
"What we do is make sure no
crimes are being committed and
they are in compliance with the
building nuisance policy," he
said."Sometimes we'll stand by
if it's a heated issue, to make
sure things don't get out of hand."
Gardner said Public Safety
can not interfere with a protest,
even if some find it offensive.
"The reason why we get
called is the person doesn't like
what's being said. Most of what
See ABORTION on page 4

• GSS

By Andrea Page
The General Student Senate
last night allocated last night
most of its rollover budget for
1998-1999, to University of
Maine student boards,committees and clubs.
The budget passed 19 to 1
of
total
a
allocating
$143,730.34. The additional
funding allocations come as a
result of a rollover Student Government had with this year's
rollover.
Brooke Jellison, vice president of financial affairs, said
not to expect this additional
funding next year.
"We need to raise awareness that since it's an additional funding request, don't expect it next year," Jellison said.
"We wish we could do this all
the time."
Debate came when additional amendments were proposed

Several political figures got
a first-hand view of what the
University of Maine is doing
with its resource and development funding and how it could
benefit from more.
Michael E. Vayda,assistant
director of biotechnology research and professor of molecular biology, gave Baldacci,
Sen. Mary Cathcart of Orono,
Rep. Kathleen Stevens of Orono
and Rep. Matthew Dunlap of
Old Town, a tour of Jenness
and Hitchner halls yesterday
and spoke about the importance
of research and development at
the university.
"It enables us to enhance .
our research capabilities and
that enables us to provide greater training opportunities both
for graduate and undergraduate
students," Vayda said. "It also
allows us to recruit additional
faculty in these areas and will
position us to interact better
with the biotechnology and food
science industries."
Stevens, who is on the research and development committee, said it is essential for
Maine to recognize the importance of UMaine's research and
See TOUR on page 3

Senate budget grows with rollover funds
Maine Campus staff

By Kristen Dobler
Maine Campus staff

to this budget. After a debate,
$9,005 was added to the original allocations of $134,725.34.
One amendment proposed
was to give $13,000 to the Bumstock committee under the Student Entertainment office. Senator Attila Delisle proposed this
amendment, stating that Bumstock is one of the events offered on campus that involves
most of the student population.
"It has potential to be great,"
Delisle said. "I want it to have
a chance to reach its potential."
Others at the GSS meeting
disagreed about the amount of
money he was requesting. Jellison said they should wait and
ask for the additional money
once they have more plans for
Bumstock.
"It would be a hasty move —
we have six months to do this,"
she said. "We can see what
clubs are going to use their
money and which aren't — we
should wait and see how Stu-

dent Entertainment is doing."
Senator Jared Hanson proposed to amend it to $5,000,
and this amendment passed. The
GSS then voted 11 to 6 to give

that money to the Bumstock
committee.
At the GSS meeting, there
See GSS on page 5
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State Senate candidate Robert Fiske speaking at the GSS meeting
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Today's weather
Cool, breezy and sunny.
High near 53.

• Pinochet

Exiles urge Britain to try Berlusconi trial postponed
former Chilean dictator due to legal technicalities
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Thursday's weather
Overcast, cool and cloudy
with a chance of rain. Temperatures reaching 60.

Extended Forecast
Friday... Fair.
Saturday... Overcast.
Sunday...Fair.

• Found art

• Corruption

LONDON (AP) — Four Chilean exiles who
say they were tortured by Augusto Pi hocher s
secret police launched a legal bid today to have the
former Chilean dictator put on trial in Britain.
On the final day of a two-day hearing in the High
Court, lawyers for a Spanish magistrate seeking Pinochet's extradition on charges of murder, torture and
kidnapping argued that, under international law, he is
liable to stand trial for human rights abuses committed
during his 17-year rule.
Lawyer Alun Jones, who also represents British prosecutors,said abuses committed by a ruler are not "something
that is in the furtherance of his function as head of state."
Lawyers for the 82-year-old Pinochet, who was arrested Oct. 16 in a London hospital, argued Monday that
the Spanish warrant is illegal because ex-heads of state
cannot be prosecuted for actions committed while in
power and because Pinochet is not Spanish.
A ruling was expected Wednesday.
The attempt by four Chilean exiles,three of whom live in
Britain, to have Pinochet put on trial here was the latest
attempt to prevent any possible release of the former dictator.

MILAN,Ily(AP)— The latest in a series ofcorruption trials for Italian opposition leader and former premier Silo Berlusconi was postponed soon after it began
Tuesday, due to a technicality. Berlusconi has already
been convicted three times in corrtion cases.
The court ordered a delay in his fourth trial until Jan. 12,
after one party complained that the service of subpoenas had
been mishandled.
Berlusconi is charged with false booke,eping hid $6 million
in illegal contributions in 1991 to the Socialist Party of thenPremier Betto Craxi. Berlusni, leader of Italy's conservative
opposition, has already been convicted in a separate trial of
making the contributions. He was fined $5.6 million and sentenced to 28 months in prison in July.
Also in July,Berlusconi was convicted ofbribing tax inspectors and sentenced to 33 months. Last December, he was
convicted offraud in a film company deal and given a suspended
sentence of 16 months. He has appealed all three convictions.
Berlusconi, who served as premier for seven months in
1994, has consistently denied wrongdoing in all the cases
against him and portrayed himself as the target of a political
vendetta by leftist prosecutors.

• Marcos' legacy

• Murder
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Artifacts dating back to Felix de Guzman ousted Cortes Garcia died from
A.D. 1000 recently found for questionable actions apparent strangulation
JERUSALEM (AP) — Jars of decorative jugs,
pots, bowls and bells have been found after being
stashed in a shopkeeper's dirt floor for 1,000 years,
an archaeologist announced Tuesday.
It's the largest collection of objects from the
Islamic period ever found in Israel, said Yizhar Hirschfeld, director of the excavation site just south of the
Israeli city of Tiberias.
About 500-600 metallic objects were discovered in
three large clay jars near the Sea of Galilee.
"It's incredible treasure from around A.D. 1000, a
period from which we don't have many pieces, especially
metal, it's unique in every sense," said Hirschfeld, a Hebrew University professor.
Workers found the first container last Thursday in the
corner of what they believe to be an ancient store floor. The
others were discovered Monday. Several bowls with ancient
Arabic script, a large candelabra and snake and bird figurines
were among the items found "The amount,beauty and quality
of the artistic work is incredible," Hirschfeld said.
The find will help archaeologists understand trade relations and artistic expression of the era, Hirschfeld said.

MANILA, Philippines(AP) — President Joseph
Estrada on Tuesday sacked the head of an agency
responsible for recovering the alleged ill-gotten wealth
of the late dictator Ferdinand Marcos.
Estrada said Felix de Guzman, chairman of the
Presidential Commission on Good Government,attempted to
lift the government's freeze on a $4.88 million bank accountof
a company owned by a former Marcos aide.
The accountofHans Menzi Holdings and ManagementInc.
was frozen soon after Marcos was ousted in a popular revolt in
February 1986. Marcos died in exile in Hawaii three years later.
The governmentclaims Marcos and his associates illegally
amassed billions of dollars during his 20-year rule.
In a letter to de Guzman, Estrada criticized him for a
"completely inappropriate and inexcusable attempt" to unfreeze the account.
Estrada said lifting the seizure required the authority ofthe
entire commission, which de Guzman had not obtained.
"In fact, it has repudiated your actions and asked that the
same be recalled," Estrada told de Guzman.
Estrada said de Guzman's firing will serve as a warning to
all government officials.

4

MEXICO CITY (AP) — An editor for the
Mexican edition of Le Monde Diplomatique has
been found slain.
The body of Claudio Cortes Garcia was discovered Friday in the back seat of a car. The Mexico
City attorney general's office said in a news release late
Monday that he had been strangled 12 or so hours before
his body was found.
"It was a very, very, very strange thing," said Eda
Chavez, director of the monthly publication."He had not
been at his house since Tuesday night. Friday night we
found his body. ... I understapd the investigations are
continuing because apparently there was no robbery."
Cortes was the layout editor for the French newspaper's Mexican edition, which resumed publication last
year.It had been suspended in the mid-1980s after its thendirector, Ivan Melendez, was slain.
Chavez said Cortes also worked as an editor for the
magazine La Crisis and had earlier worked for several
other Mexican publications, including the daily newspaper Reforma.
She said he was 32 and left a wife and a month-old son.
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Ballot Box: Election '98

By Elizabeth Beaulieu
Maine Campus staff
People might think the last thing
Maine needs is another lawyer for governor. Jim Betts, the campaign manager
for Tom Connolly for governor,said the
exact opposite is true.
"The day I came on board and decided to work for Connolly, he had an
interview with Maine Public Radio,"
Betts said. "I listened to the interview
and it never dawned on me what he's
done as a lawyer."
Tom Connolly, the Democratic can-

Tour
development.
"It's important to educate leaders
about the importance of our campus and
the things done here," she said. "It's
important that citizens in Maine recognize that the Orono campus really is the
center of research in the state."
Cathcart said the tour revealed
UMaine's importance in the state's research and development.
"UMaine has outstanding research
and teaching in the field of engineering and biotechnology and the purpose of our tour is to show both federal and state lawmakers what Maine's
flagship campus can do to stimulate
the economy, and how we can create
new jobs through state and federal
investment in research and development," Cathcart said.
Vayda said he spoke about the university's present capabilities and its vision for enhancing facilities — specifically in biotechnology,food science and
human nutrition.
The group viewed a demonstration of
Jenness Hall's compressed video facility,
where Dr. Keith Hutchinson, associate
professor of biochemistry,teaches a course
in molecular genetics. The class is taught
by compressed video over the.Internet in
coordination with UMaine graduate students and research technicians at the Jackson Laboratory in Bar Harbor,Vayda said.
"This course is a model for what we
envision as part of our cooperating Ph.d.
in molecular biology," Vayda said.
"Next semester a course in signal transduction or cell to cell signaling will be
taught between researchers here at
UMaine and also researchers at the
Maine Medical Center research institute in Portland and will be taken by
students at all three locations."
Baldacci said he was pleased with
the facilities.
"It's probably one of the most im-

didate, has been a practicing lawyer for 17
years. Although he is based in Portland,
Connolly has represented people ofall classes, all over Maine.
"Connolly has his ear to the ground,"
Betts said. "He knows about all the social issues and problems that go with
juvenile justice and prison issues, for
example."
The focus of Connolly's campaign for
governor is his "Marshall Plan for Ecor
nomic Development," Betts said.
The first part of the three-pronged plan
includes two years offree college in Maine
for Maine residents.
Betts said Connolly believes Maine
has top-notch students in math and science, yet it is 40th in the country in getting
kids to college.
"We can't afford not to," Betts said."A
better educated populous can draw businesses into Maine."
The second part of the plan comprises
investment in infrastructure and research
and development.
Betts said Connolly wants college graduates to stay in Maine. He feels the only
way to do that is to ensure graduates a solid
economy and good paying jobs.
"We need to target our research and
development programs to create new busi-

ness opportunities in finished goods made
from Maine'sown natural resources," wrote
Connolly was quoted on his Web site.
The final part of the plan proposes an
increase in minimum wage, Betts said.
"In recent years, Maine has followed a
low-wage development strategy,"The Web
site quoted Connolly. "That must be reversed."
Betts said single women with children
make up 40 percent of minimum wageearners. The children of poorly paid women are suffering, according to Connolly .
"[Hel wants to fill their bellies and fill
their teeth," Betts said.
Another important issue for Connolly
is alcohol consumption, Betts said. Connolly feels stores such as Christy's should
be limited from selling alcohol from 11
p.m. to 1 a.m.
"These people are getting more alcohol
for the rest of the night," Betts said, "and
that's dangerous in terms of OUT and spousal abuse."
If elected,Connolly intends to tax alcohol on a sliding scale, Betts said. The

higher the proof, the higher the tax. Connolly hopes the tax will influence people
to buy beer over hard liquor.
Betts said the money earned from the
alcohol tax would go toward establishing
drug and alcohol abuse programs in prisons.
Keith Hinds, president of the University ofMaine Democrats,said he supports
Connolly because if Connolly doesn't get
5 percent of the overall vote, it will cease
to be recognized.
"I am voting for Connolly because I
don't want the party to lose its official
status," Hinds said.
Hinds doubts Connolly will win,however.
"Honestly, I don't think he has a
chance," Hinds said."I think Angus King
has the election all wrapped up and had
since it started."
Betts said the strength of Connolly's
platform has kept him going, despite disappointing poll results that give him between 12 and 13 percent support.
"It's not over until it's over," Betts
said."He hasn't given up because of the
things he stands for."

The Maine Campus recycles.
from page 1
portant developments. This has probably been one of the biggest benefits the
University of Maine can have," he said.
"It's a tremendous opportunity for all of
us. It's an opportunity where we have to
plug in to the information highway."
Vayda said the university will create
similar facilities on campus if referendum
Question 1, which asks Maine voters
whether they want to allocate $20 million
to research and development, is passed.
"What we're hoping to do is to have
the same facilities in Hitchner Hall and
possibly even in large classes such as
Murray 102," he said.
The resource and development funding would also support renovations and
possible new construction at Hitchner Hall.
"it would provide modernized laboratory space for molecular applications to agriculture, aquaculture, forestry and health related sciences,"
Vayda said.
Part of the research and development funds may also go to the university's food sciences and human nutrition
program. The program has already received federal funds that will be awarded if the state matches the funds equally, Vayda said.
Research and development in Maine
provides benefits for UMaine students
and improves the job market at the same
time, which will help stop students from
leaving Maine when looking for jobs.
Cathcart said.
"The research can be taken by business and industry and use it to create
high-paying jobs," Cathcart said.
Vayda said research and development
also helps attract businesses to Maine.
"Historically strong research programs give rise to spin-off products and
spin-off businesses and this provides
new opportunities for students both in
those emerging companies and as entrepreneurs themselves," he said.

Share it with a friend.
UMaine's thrice weekly newspaper

The Maine Campus

MISSING

Thomas A. Robert
has been missing from the University of Maine
Orono campus since August 29, 1998.
If you have any information regarding his whereabouts
please contact Kevin Robert(Father) 207-284-8333
in the evening, or e-mail to realtor@gwi.net
His family is very concerned for safety and well being.
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What do you think about the decision to book
Blues Traveler at Alfond this semester?

Chad McCormack
First-Year Student
Caribou, Maine

Jon Moore
First-Year Student
Old Town, Maine

"Blues Traveler is cool and all,
but why now? Why not someone else who is up there in the
moment presently?

"They are a great band, but
the money could probably be
used more wisely."

Brian Demoree
Fourth-Year Student
South Berwick, Maine

Jen Killam
Fourth-Year Student
Skowhegan, Maine

Chris Baker
Graduate Student
Hawley, Pensylvania

"I thinkfor a$190,000they could
have gotten better talent than
Blues Traveler. They suck."

"I think it's abouttime theystarted bringing big name bands
here. I won't be going because
I've already seen them."

"It's a good thing. It's a kickass band."

LINIzairie Sports:
the victory, the defeat, the pride.
Read it in Sports.
L/Malrl,

'Tile Maine Carricous.
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1990s:

BIGGEST TUITION
INCREASE EVER!!
AT UMAINE
$13,900

...and our current

legislators let it
1998 happen!
Scott Morelli
wants to
increase
funding for
UMaine which
will decrease
tuition hikes
for UMaine
students!

$1,830
1990

VOTE Nov. 3rd

KEEP TUITION LOW!
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Questions? Call 866-4930 anytime!

Paid for by Morelli for Representative PO Box 187 Orono, ME 04473
Laurie M. Dionne Treas.

Abortion
they're saying is protected under the
First Amendment," he said.
Hughes referred to Public Safety as
the "Ministry of Thought-Control." He
said the officer had asked him to move
farther from the building entrance.
"I said, 'You're welcome to ask me,
but I'm not going to," Hughes said.
Hughes was interrupted by a man
walking by.
"That's pretty disgusting," he said
loudly in reference to the sign.
Hughes ignored the comment and
continued:
"I'm not interfering with anybody. If
they want to come up and chat with me,
I will. I just pray, and it makes the time
go faster and puts me in a spiritual frame
of mind."
Hughes finished up his protest without incident, a little after 1.p.m. By that
time the noontime crowd had diminished
to just a few students on the Union steps.
Greg Hallowell, a junior English
major, talked about his reactions to
Hughes' protests.
"[Abortion] is a personal issue. It's no
one else's business. 'Stay the hell out of
someone else's life' is my opinion," he said.
"I don't see any of these Bible-thumping conservatives volunteering to take any
crack babies into their homes," he said.
"At the same time,I don't think[abortion]
should be used as birth control."
Kris Broski, a sophomore art major,
said he objected to Hughes's linking
abortion to the Nazi persecution of Jews
because members of his family barely

EXERCISE

from page 1
escaped the Holocaust.
"I am appalled that he equates the
Holocaust with being pro-choice," he
said. "Pro-choice is allowing people to
make decisions on their own. I put up
with it because he has his rights to freedom of speech."
The national abortion debate has become more heated since Dr. Barnett Slepian, who performed abortions, was
killed Friday by a sniper's bullet at his
home in New York.
Slepian had expressed his fears of
extremists in the anti-abortion movement to the media. The Associated Press
reports that a 1994 letter to the editor of
The Buffalo News Slepian said:
"Please don't feign surprise, dismay
and certainly not innocence when a more
volatile and less restrained member of
the group decides to react...by shooting
an abortion provider."
Some anti-abortion groups applauded the slaying, and one group crossed
the doctor's name off of its website's
list of doctors who perform abortions.
When asked for his reactions to the
shooting, Hughes said he believed it
would give his foes in the abortion debate arguments to use against him.
"The people who are fanatics in favor of abortions want to use that shooting in New York to take away my freedom of speech," Hughes said.
The day before Slepian's shooting,
about 30 members of the UMaine community held a rally in support of abortion
rights in front of Fogler Library.

Does Your Heart Good.

American Heart
Association

VOTE STEVENS NOV.3
Paid for and authorized by the Committe to Re-Elect Representative Kathleen Stevens, Jeannie Matava,Treas.
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By Bill Stewart
Maine Campus staff
Every day is different for her. The
phones ring with miscellaneous people;
different events pop up, which require
distinct planning; and numerous events
need direct attention and coordination
with the coaching staff.
But not everything is different for
University of Maine men's hockey administrator Jeanne Goss.
Her fondness for students has kept
her at the university — in a variety of
positions — for more than 20 years.
Despite a work load and a planning
calendar that requires the most upright
attention, Goss is a mother to the Black
Bear hockey squad.
"I'm often times just a mother to talk
to," Goss said. 'I'm also the buffer
between the parents and kids (of the
Black Bear hockey players.) I can often
be the first contact with some of the
players' parents."
"She's Mrs. Hockey Mom,"juniorgoalie Alfie Michaud said. "She's the bomb."
But Goss' involvement with students
has stretched beyond the Maine hockey
world. Although she did not arrive in the
hockey office until July 1993 — the summer after the Black Bears' NCAA National Championship—, Goss has held several viable positions within the university.
"I was with student affairs, the vice
president's office and also worked for the
dean of students for 10 or 11 years, which
encompassed everything," Goss said.
Everything from the Franco-American
center, International affairs and student
services. Goss, who started in the presi-

GSS
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dent's office, moved over to the dean's
office in the late 1970s after working in
the alumni association in the 1960s.
"I worked in the alumni center back
in the 60s," Goss said. "I worked there
from 1967-69 before taking time off to
raise a family."
About 10 years later, Goss returned
to, her husband's alma matter and began working in the dean's office, where
she had the opportunity to assist and
work with students — something that
slowly began to deteriorate as her positions changed and her work detail shifted to more administrative duties.
"I've done mostly student-oriented
things," Goss said referring to her experiences in the international affairs office.
"I love the students and love being
around them.
"I worked in the vice president's office
for just seven months but when I lost the
student interaction, I left," she said.
The vice president's office, located in
Alumni Hall, sheltered her from the campus world she longed to live in.
"The only time any of the students got
to the vice president's office was once
they had gone through the other steps of
the campus politics," the Husson College graduate said. "I just couldn't deal
with that."
So she left. And now, after years of
student interaction, she's tucked away in
the hockey office inside the Alfond Arena, where she serves an instrumental role
in the day-to-day operations of not just the
hockey team, but students as well.
"Without her, I'd get nothing done,"
Maine coach Shawn Walsh said. "She
brings so much to this program."
from page 1

were three guest speakers who addressed
the senate. Robert Fiske, Republican
candidate for state senate, addressed
many issues the senators had as well as
stating his personal platform.
"People ask me what my three most
important priorities are, and I say:jobs,
jobs, jobs," Fiske said. "People aren't
going to stay in Maine if the jobs aren't
here."
Fiske also said he is very interested in
increasing the funding for the university.
"It hasn't been a priority in the legislature, and that has to change," Fiske
said. "You need to send people down
who have the commitment — it takes
leadership."
Dino Mattessich, associate director
of athletics, addressed the senate on the
issue of ticket policy.
"With regard to hockey seating, we

have 1500 seats for students," Mattessich said. "Our intent is to get as many
students to games as possible — we don't
like empty seats."
Also addressing the senate was Cynthia
Stewart, who is part of the task force that
compiled the Diversity Draft for UMaine.
She said they hope to have some positive
effects come out of this. She also spoke
about the section of the draft concerning
affirmative action and equal opportunity.
"I see it as leveling the playing field,"
Stewart said. "It will have impact at this
institution."
In other business, GSS voted unanimously to pass an act to initiate a student
referendum for off-campus students.
This referendum will ask the students
whether they will institute an additional
two dollars to their student activity fee.

5

Jeanne Goss
ON SHAWN WALSH: "I always have to
stay one step ahead of him, but after six years
working with him, I know what to expect."
ON THE STUDENTS:lhey are always looking for social growth and they can get that
here. Student interaction is why I am here."

ON TIME OUTSIDE OF THE HOCKEY OFFICE:

Goss said she likes to travel extensively.
ON TEDDY BEARS: GOSS said she collects
"the ones that look loved." Her collection is
predominately made up of Victorian-styled
bears, and she decorates some herself.

Re-elect Senator Mary

Cathcart
Democrat
Senate
District 7
Leadership
That Works
for
UMaine
Endorsed by
• Maine Education Association
• Maine State Employees Association
• Maine AFL-CIO
• Maine League of Conservation Voters
• Sportsman's Alliance of Maine(SAM-PAC)
• National Organization for Women
Paid for and authorized by Cathcart for Senate • 120 Maine St,• Orono, ME 04473

SEE RESULTS FOR UMAINEI
Paid for and authorized by the Committe to Re-Elect Representative Kathleen Stevens, Jeannie Matava, Treas.
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• State News

Togus spared from budget cuts

Q. I was charged with speeding and
expect there will be a penalty. Will the
university or Legal Services pay my fine
or forfeiture?
A. No, neither the university nor Legal
Services will pay a student's fine or forfeiture.Ourservices include"free"legal advice,
which has been paid by the student activity
fee via a contract between Student Government, Inc. and the law firm of Curtis &
Griffin.Legal representation in court may be
arranged at a reduced fee provided by the
contract schedule. However,in the matter of
paying penalties,as in most ofthe rest oflife,
we are each responsible for our own actions
and,ifacrime or infraction has been committed, you must make your own payments.
Q. I will be convicted of operating
under the influence,and I have to spend
48 hours in jail. May I bring my schoolbooks with me?
A.Yes,you may,provided that your books
are not hard covered or have metal rings. It
would seem thatthosereading materials might
harbor drugs or a potential weapon.I hope you
learn an importantlesson,because if you drink
and drive again,you may be injaillongenough
to do a semester's reading.
Q.Atthe end ofyour Oct.7column,you
mentioned the Rent Refund Program.
Could you expand on that section?
A. Certainly, the maximum refund for
the Maine Rent Refund Program is $1,000
and has the following requirements:
1) A Maine resident for all of 1997.

2) Occupied a home in Maine for all 12
months of 1997.
3)Income limits for 1997: Married with
dependents-$41,200.Lived alone-$26,400.00.
4) Property tax and rent are figured
according to your income.
5)Filing deadline is January 31, 1999.
As I noted on my Oct. 7 column, the
forms are available at any municipal office and we also have forms at our office
on the third floor of the Memorial Union.
Q. I am not happy in my marriage
and am considering divorce. I would
like to know more about the process.
Where can I obtain more information?
A.Maine citizens are fortunate in having
available twoexcellent publications that will
be useful in obtaining a basic understanding
of divorce law. Both "Maine Family Law"
by DistrictCourtJudge Jon D.Levy and"Do
Your Own Divorce in Maine" by Pine Tree
Legal Assistance, Inc. are available in Special Collections in the Fogler Library.
Our office is also available for assistance.
By Ted Curtis, Esq.
Legal Services for Students
Student Government Legal Services,provided by Curtis and Griffin is located on the third
floor of the Memorial Union(581-1789). Office
hours are Monday 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., Wednesday
10a.m. to 7:00 p.m., and Thursday 10 a.m. to 7
p.m.
Curtis can also be reached via e-mail at
theodore.curtis@umit.maine.edu.CopyrightTheodore S. Curtis, Jr. 1998.

AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) — Standing
shoulder-to-shoulder, the four members of
Maine's congressional delegation said
Tuesday they were assured that the Veterans Administration hospital at Togus will
not suffer the deep budget cuts that threatened its inpatient services.
Instead,they said,the 200-bed hospital
just outside Augusta will receive $2.1 million more in the current budget.
Sen. Susan Collins said regional and
national VA officials had given an "absolute, ironclad':commitment during a meeting with the delegation.
Togus, which had a budget of nearly
$69 million last year, had been told to
prepare for a worst-case budget cut of
$9 million. That would eliminate inpatient services and leave the hospital with
nothing but clinics, Dr. Martyn Vickers,
chief of surgery at Togus, warned earlier this month.
Sen. Olympia Snowe said she was
outraged over such reports and regretted the impact they were having on patients, veterans and staff at the nation's
oldest VA hospital.
Snowe said the pledge that Togus would
get the additional money came during a
meeting with Dennis FitzGerald, regional
director of the Department of Veterans
Affairs, and Sheila McCready,an assistant
to VA Secretary Togo West.
"We will do everything we can to
make sure they follow up on their commitment," said Snowe. But even with the
extra money, services at Togus will remain at the same level as they are now due
to inflation, hospital officials and delegation members acknowledged.
"They're not giving us anything.
They're taking away less," Bert Lafrance,
Maine department commander of the Military Order of the Purple Heart, said after
sitting in on the meeting.

Togus had been directed to brace for as
much as a5 percent decrease under the new
federal budget, which provides $17.2 billion for VA health care.
While that represents an increase of$193
million over last year's level, New England
has been losing veterans' funding to other
regions, particularly those in the Sun Belt.
But delegation members said Tuesday
the potential impact had been mitigated by
additional appropriations from Congress.
The congressional delegation has requested an on-site review by the U.S. Inspector General's office. The four members also asked West to block budget cutbacks for New England VA operations that
could have totaled $38 million.
But Rep. John Baldacci said Tuesday
that figure also was overblown, and was
only a target to be used in a budget "planning exercise."
Tuesday's development was the latest in a
continuing saga ofcuts and threatened cuts at
Togus, where the number of admissions has
dropped from 4,253 in 1994 to 2,795 this year.
During the same period, outpatient visits
increased from 123,487 to 158,000 while the
number of individuals going to Togus rose
from 16,402 in 1996 to 17,000 this year.
Rep. Tom Allen said the funding problem is not likely to go away,and Tuesday's
promise "simply means the worst is not
going to happen."
"This is an ongoing battle," said Allen,
who like Baldacci is a Democrat. Snowe
anCollins are Republicans.
The VA already operates clinics in
Rumford,Calais,Caribou and Bangor and
has a mobile clinic based in Machias, said
Baldacci. The state has 151,000 former
military members.
First opened in November 1866 as the
National Asylum for Disabled Volunteer
Soldiers,Togus was the first veterans' hospital in the country.

• Zoning

Resurrected law prevents construction near graves
KENNEBUNKPORT,Maine(AP)—
Police have dusted off a long-forgotten
law to tackle back-to-back incidents of
illegal construction around grave sites in
the Kennebunkport area.
Kennebunkport police brought charges against a landowner when they discovered that earth-moving equipment
was traveling across a grave site ofsomeone buried in 1818.
In a second incident,a New Hampshire
company was drilling for water 13 feet
from a headstone. No charges were filed,rc
but the company was forced to restore the
area to its original state.
"I'm just amazed," said Code Enforcement Officer Brian Shaw."Twice in
one week. It's a law that nobody knows
about. I wonder how many violations are

occurring statewide."
The state law forbids any sort of construction work within 25 feet of a cemetery.
"I had to send them a copy of it,"
said Shaw, who was trying to discover
what effect a burial site has on groundwater quality.
Shaw was notified of the first incident after receiving complaints from
nearby residents. Charges were brought
against Angela West, who allowed excavators to travel over the grave while
installing a trailer home.
The charges against West will be
heard in December, according to police.
In the meantime, she has been forced to
use an existing driveway on her property
to complete her construction efforts.
"Ignorance is no excuse," said Detective

Kurt Moses of the Kennebunkport Police
Department."She knew the grave was there.
She didn't do any research on the laws."
Officials did not press charges against
the well-driller because of what they perceived as a genuine apology and cooper-

ation. "He was very quick to set things
right," said Shaw. "He spent a lot of
time putting things back in their natural
state. He was very respectful."
The contractor is now digging a new
well, 70 feet away from his first attempt.
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• Portsmouth Naval Shipyard

New Hampshire man taunts Maine tax collectors
PORTSMOUTH,N.H.(AP)— Maine
tax collectors say they've begun collecting
state income taxes from a group of New
Hampshire residents who work at the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard and sued over the
tax.
Victor Bourre, of Dover, has been trying to prove for years that the shipyard is in
New Hampshire, not Maine.
He was part of a class action lawsuit
challenging Maine's right to tax shipyard
workers living in New Hampshire, but the

lawsuit was dismissed last summer by Kennebunk County Superior Court.
Bourre, a retired shipyard worker, said
he still will refuse to pay taxes, and in a
news conference Monday challenged Maine
tax collectors to come and get him.
"I'm taunting them to come after me,"
he said, noting that he hasn't paid or filed
Maine income taxes since 1992. "They
would not let me go on like this if they had
jurisdiction."
Bourre was joined by Charles Hopey,

• Finances

Millinocket searches for surplus
MILLINOCKET,Maine(AP)— Some
Millinocket residents want state officials to
look into their town's finances after an
audit revealed its surplus fell by more than
$1.5 million in three years.
"We feel there is something going on
here and we want it investigated notjust for
the past year butfor the past several years,"
said resident John DiCentes.
A spokesman with the state attorney
general's office says the residents met with
Attorney General Andrew Ketterer recently. State Auditor Gail Chase said she also
met with them.
A recent audit said Millinocket's sur-

plus funds decreased from $1.9 million in
1995 to $305,000 this year. A draft audit
report said the current problems boil down
to a lack of financial management.
Former Town Manager James Kotredes
said he could not speak for last year's spending, but Millinocket in past years has spent
hundreds of thousands ofdollars on matters
involving Great Northern Paper Co.
Kotredes, who now serves as Brewer
city manager,said Millinocket spent more
than $300,000 for attorneys to assist with
GNP's dam relicensing. More than
$600,000 was spent to settle the tax dispute
with the company.

Michael Sharple and David Lavasseur in
1992 in seeking ajury trial over the legality
of the tax. No action has been taken against
any of them, Boun-e said Monday.
Philip Young,supervisor of special enforcement for Maine Revenue Services,
said his office could not take action against
the protestors while the lawsuit was pending. But now it is going after those who
refused to file tax returns or pay taxes.
"We're collecting some of those [taxes]now," he said.The amount ofoutstanding taxes is about $1 million, he said.
Bourre has been working for 12 years to
prove the shipyard is in Portsmouth, not
Kittery, Maine.
Bourre has done extensive research and
believes he can prove the Maine-New
Hampshire boundary lies on the northern
bank of the Piscataqua River, not in the
middle of the river, as Maine contends.
He said he has documents clearly proving the river and all of the islands in it,
including those on which the shipyard is
located, are New Hampshire territory.
"They'll have to prove I'm working in

Maine, and they can't," he said.
Bourre has been pushing New Hampshire officials for years to file a suit asking
the U.S.Supreme Court to settle the boundary issue.
Attorney General Philip McLaughlin
wrote in his annual report to lawmakers
that his office is preparing a case.
All shipyard workers are supposed to
pay income taxes to Maine. About half of
the shipyard's 3,300 workers live in New
Hampshire and pay about $3 million in
taxes each year. New Hampshire has no
income tax.
Massachusetts also collects income taxesfrom New Hampshire residents who work
in Massachusetts, but there is a difference.
Maine uses total family income to determine the tax bracket for shipyard workers, although it does not directly tax the
income of spouses who don't work in the
state. Shipyard employees with working
spouses thus pay taxes at a higher rate than
those who are single or whose spouses
don't work. The affected workers claim
that is unfair.

• Health

Maine seniors pay more for medicine
PORTLAND, Maine (AP) — Older
Mainers pay much more for prescription
drugs compared to their counterparts in
Canada and Mexico, prompting some to
travel across the border to stock up, U.S.
Rep. Tom Allen said Tuesday.
A week before Election Day, the 1st
District Democrat released a report showing that Mainers pay 72 percent more than
their counterparts in Canada and 102 percent more than consumers in Mexico.
Republican challenger Ross Connelly
agreed that high prescription prices are a
problem but accused Allen of last-minute
campaign ploy.
"My first comment is this is some preelection posturing," Connelly said."Ithink
it.,completely suspicious."
Allen said the report by the minority
staff of the House Committee on Government Reform and Oversight just became
available and that the timing of its release

was merely a coincidence.
He introduced legislation late last session to reduce the cost of prescriptions for
seniors on Medicare, but the bill died. He
said he plans to reintroduce it next session,
if re-elected.
The report acknowledged that part of
the reason for the lower prices in Canada
and Mexico is that their governments regulate drug costs to prevent overpricing and
also pay for 30 to 35 percent of the cost.
In the United States, Allen said there is
no reason why Maine seniors should be
penalized with high pricesjust because they
aren'tcovered by health insurance.The cost
of drugs for the uninsured in this country is
overinflated and pharmaceutical companies
are making huge profits, he said.
"It is fair to assume that drug companies are making a decent rate of return on
sales in Canada and Mexico,or they would
not do business there," Allen said.
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• National news

Ads exploit Lewinsky scandal
WASHINGTON(AP)—House Republicans are making an issue out of President
Clinton's affair with Monica Lewinsky in a
$10 million nationwide TV ad blitz before
next week's election.
"For seven months, he lied to us," one
woman tells another in one of the new GOP
ads, which began airing Tuesday night.
The National Republican Congressional
Committee ad buy underscores the dramatic
spending disadvantage facing Democrats,
whose issue ad budget is a fraction of the
GOP total. Republicans are trying to widen
their 11-seat majority in the House.
"These ads spell out very clearly for the
public what the differences are between
Republicans and Democrats in terms of what
direction we want to lead the country,"
NRCC spokeswoman Mary Crawford said.
Olivia Morgan, Crawford's counterpart
at the Democratic committee, called the
latest GOP ad campaign "a $10 million
excuse for their failure to address issues that
people actually care about."
Several Republican strategists,speaking
on condition of anonymity, said the latest
round of ads includes three national spots
and up to 29 ads tailored to specific congressional districts.
The most blunt multi-district ad is running only in the South, specifically in the
districts of vulnerable Democratic Reps.
John Spratt Jr. of South Carolina, Sanford
Bishop of Georgia and Bob Etheridge of
North Carolina.
Called "Reward," it says, "This year,
the question is: Should we reward Bill Clinton? Should we make the Democrats more
powerful?" It accuses Clinton's party of
being for big government and against welfare reform. then says, "And should we
reward not telling the truth? That is the
question of this election: Reward Bill Clin-

ton. Or, vote Republican.'
Two other ads are running in the nation's
largest media markets, including Seattle,
Portland, San Francisco, Boston, Philadelphia and Detroit.
One ad opens with a conversation among
two women,one of whom says,"For seven
months, he lied to us." Without directly
mentioning the Lewinsky matter, the women talk about how difficult it is to discuss the
matter with their children. The ad then segues into a discussion about what Republican
lawmakers accomplished amid the scandal,
including work on the budget, welfare and
Social Security.
It is designed to appeal to suburban women, key swing voters in Tuesday's elections.
Even Democratic polls show outrage toward Clinton is greatest among parents of
young children.
The third national ad is similar to a
current NRCC spot that uses footage of
Clinton talking about balancing the budget in his first term, suggesting that he
waffled on the issue. It talks about GOP
balanced-budget efforts and ends with the
image of Clinton wagging his finger at
cameras in January, denying his affair
with Ms. Lewinsky.
A narrator says Clinton doesn't want
Republicans elected, but "Remember, it's
your choice. For balance, vote Republican."
The three national ads,plus the 29 tailormade spots, will run in a total ofabout74TV
markets. However, Republican operatives
are leaving themselves flexibility to run new
ads or shift the current spots to different
markets if the political environment changes before Tuesday.
The campaign replaces a $7 million ad
buy last week that issued a subtle crilicism
of Clinton. Focusing only on the budget,the

spot said, "Remember the double-talk?"
Republican operatives debated all weekend over whether to take a more direct
approach in the campaign's final days. Many
GOP officials expressed concern that raising the issue would inflame hard-core Democrats, making them more likely to vote,
without increasing Republican turnout.
Indeed,Chris Gorman on Tuesdayjoined
a handful of Democratic candidates using
TV ads to attack Republicans on the issue.
Running against Rep. Anne Northup, RKy., Gorman says in his ad, "They're so
focused on getting Bill Clinton that they've
forgotten about the rest of us."
A Republican strategist involved in
shaping the ads said party leaders decided
that the Lewinsky issue is too pervasive to
avoid. The ads are designed to show Republicans in a favorable contrast to Clinton, the strategist said.
"They do not nationalize the election
around his behavior," he said. "Instead,
they imply that a Republican Congress is a
balance to President Clinton, a balance we
want to keep."
Targeting incumbent Democrats like
Spratt and Bishop highlights the most optimistic projections of Republican officials.
While strategists with both parties are predicting a 10- to 15-seat GOP pickup in the
House in the current atmosphere, they believe Republicans would pick up 25 to 30
seats if incumbents like Spratt are defeated
in a final wave of momentum.
Before this week's buy, the NRCC had
already spent at least $12 million on issue
ads; its counterpart, the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee has a 1998
issue ad budget ofjust $7 million.
The disparity has created friction between congressional Democrats and the
White House.

0

• Politics

Democrats fight over campaign money
NEW YORK(AP)— Top Congressional Democrats are accusing the White House
and the Democratic National Committee of
ignoring next week's elections to hang on to
money for the 2000 presidential race and
erase party debts, The New York Times
reported today.
Rep. Charles Rangel, D-N.Y., was also
angered by gloomy predictions from top
party officials, including one who reportedly said Democrats could lose 25 House
seats. Rangel, the finance chairman of the
party's Congressional Campaign Committee, said: "Keep your money and shut up
your mouth."
The Democratic family feud comes
just a week before crucial mid-term elections and as Republicans are in the final

days of the most ambitious party-paid
advertising campaign in any non-Presidential election year.
"It's unfortunate that the leaders of the
party can't get together and agree on a single
approach to these last weeks," said Mark
Mellman, a Democratic pollster.
Party officials told the Times their predictions were intended to lower expectations so even large losses will not be viewed
as a referendum on whether President Clinton should be impeached.
But Rangel was outraged when Colorado Gov. Roy Romer, general chairman of
the DNC,said publicly that the party could
lose many House seats.
"He's not entitled to an opinion of
congressional races," Rangel told the

Times. "It happens to all of us — you get
on television and you become an expert.
Frankly, I don't know what the hell the
DNC does."
The party's national committee has raised
$11 million to help House and Senate candidates,far short of a publicized target of $18
million, Democratic lawmakers said.
The money was to be split between House
and Senate committees.But the party,which
had a $15 million debt and has had to spend
$12 million on legal bills stemming from
campaign finance investigations,took a third
for itself, the Times reported.
Several House Democratic officials suggested the White House was hoarding the
money so the party could help Vice President
Al Gore launch his own campaign in 2000.
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• Think tank

Naval Academy to study military ethics
ANNAPOLIS, Md.(AP) — The U.S.
Naval Academy,shaken by a series of scandals during the 1990s, has created a think
tank on military ethics.
The Center for the Study of Professional
Military Ethics will hold conferences and
collect military case studies illustrating ethical dilemmas that will be available for
training programs throughout the military.
It will be funded by private donors.

"This center symbolizes a concerted effort to restore and enhance the reputation of
our sailors and Marines," Navy Secretary
John Dalton said Monday. Since the early
1990s, the 153-year-old academy has been

beset by problems including a major testcheating scandal and allegations of sexual
harassment by students. Midshipmen also
have been charged with auto theft, breaking
and entering, and child molestation.
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• Crime

Mass murder trial begins
SANTA ANA, Calif. (AP) — One of
California's longest and costliest homicide
cases is finally under way, more than 13
years after Charles Ng's arrest for shoplifting led to his prosecution for mass murder.
Ng,37,is charged with 12 murders dating
to 1984. Prosecutors allege he and Leonard
Lake tortured and raped some of the victims,
who they lured to Lake cabin in the Sierra
Nevada foothills in northern California.
As the trial began Monday, prosecutors
showed jurors a videotape of Ng cutting
away the shirt and bra of a bound woman
identified as Brenda O'Connor. Ms.
O'Connor, 19, a neighbor of Ng's; her boyfriend, Lonnie Bond, 27; and their baby,
Lonnie Bond Jr., 1, disappeared in May
1985 and are among the 12 people Ng is
accused of killing.
Lake is heard off camera giving her a
choice:cooperate cleaning cooking and having sex with the two, or !aped and shot
immedtely.
"You'd better believe us, Brenda, or
you'll be dead," Lake says."I believe you,"
the woman replies.
The trial was in recess today because a
juror came down with the flu.
Lake committed suicide in 1985 by taking
cyanide while in police custody in San Francisco. Ng was arrested in Canada, where he
foughtextradition for six years.He hasfought
with his court-appointed attorneys and at
times acted as his own lawyer.The drawn-out

case has cost the state a reported $9.6 million
so far. Defense attorney William Kelley contends that Lake was the killer. He played a
videotape made by Lake in 1983 that shows
his plans to build a cell for a sex slave.He also
argued that authorities found only one of
Ng'sfingerprints— and that was on a table in
the cabin, not the cell.
"It's a case built on circumstantial evidence," the defender said, with no witnesses linking Ng directly to the killings.
Prosecutor Sharlene Honnaka said San
Francisco police helped break the case in
1985 when Ng was arrested for shoplifting.
On June 4 that year,authorities searched the
cabin grounds and found pounds of human
remains, mostly teeth and bones.
"They discovered that that property
had been used as a killing field and a mass
graveyard," Honnaka said. A hidden door
in a cinderblock "workshop" led to a cell
about 3 1-2 feet wide and 6 1-2 feet long,
she said.
One wall held a one-way mirror, Honnaka said; inside was a bucket of water and a
roll of toilet paper.
Dwight Stapley of Garden Grove, whose
son Scott's body was found near the cabin,
said he and his wife Lola havetraveled to about
80 hearings, including several in Canada.
"For 13 1-2 years we've waited to see it
come to trial," Stapley said. "I usually
don't have any emotions about it, but this
morning, I'm close to tears."

"It has been an honor and a privilege to serve the
Town of Orono in the Maine State Legislature for
the past three terms. Together we can help Orono
and The University of Maine grow better than ever"
-State Representative Kathleen Stevens

• Archimedes

Ancient manuscript goes to auction
NEW YORK (AP) — A 1,000-year-old
parchment volume that is the oldest known
copy of Archimedes' work will go on the
auction block this week despite claims from
Greek officials that it was stolen.
The 174-page work, known as the
Archimedes Palimpsest,contains the notes and
calculations for two of the mathematician's
most famous theories — "On Floating Bodies" and "Method ofMechanical Theorems."
A palimpsest is a work written on parchment,on which one manuscript has been erased
and another written over it.
The volume, which is expected to sell for
$800,000 to $1.2 million, only recently surfaced. It had not been seen since the 1920s,
when Greek officials say it was stolen from a
library in Constantinople, now Istanbul.
The Orthodox Patriarchate of Jerusalem
has threatened to sue if the Archimedes
Palimpsest is not returned to the Athens
National Library, Greek Culture Minister
Evangelos Venizelos said.
But Christie's spokeswoman Vredy Lytsman said the sale Thursday will proceed as
scheduled.
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Christie's is convinced its consignor has a
legal right to sell it, Lytsman said. Dr. Hope
Mayo,Christie's consultant for manuscripts,
said the work has been owned by the same
French family for 70 years, but she would not
reveal the seller's identity.
Archimedes lived in the ancient Greek city
of Syracuse in Sicily and was killed in 212
B.C. by the Romans during the Second Punic
Wars. He is credited with many engineering
developments, including catapults, pulley
hoists, machines for pumping water and grappling irons used to tip ships over.
Legend has it that he leaped naked from a
bathtub and ran through the streets shouting
"Eureka!"("I havefound it!")after solving
a problem.
Scholars generally agree with many Greeks
thatthe textshould be keptin the public domain.
"It definitely ought to be in some public
institution and not locked up in someone's
family archive," said Marshall Clagett, an
Archimedes expert and professor emeritus of
history at the Institute for Advanced Study in
Princeton, N.J. "It's just too important a
work for that."

Representative Kathleen Stevens Speaking
at a University of Maine political rally

For more information visit our web site: www.agate.net/—stevens1998
e-mail: stevens1998@agate.net -phone: (207) 866-3697
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• Antitrust

Microsoft accused of trying to divide Internet
WASHINGTON (AP) — Calling Microsoft's billionaire chairman the most significant witness in the government's antitrust case, a judge ruled Tuesday that government lawyers can show all 20 hours of
videotaped interviews with Bill Gates.
U.S. District Judge Thomas Penfield
Jackson said Gates, Microsoft's famously
aggressive top executive, was so important
that "a witness ofequivalent significance in
this case doesn't immediately come to
mind."
The videotapes of Gates jousting with
government lawyers during three days of
pretrial depositions last summer could be
shown as early as Thursday.
On Wednesday, Microsoft was expected
to question an executive with America Online, David Colburn. AOL,the nation's largest Internet provider with 13 million customers, agreed in 1996 to distribute Microsoft
Internet software over a rival's product.
Governmentattorneys spent mostofTuesday questioning the chiefexecutive officer at
Netscape Communications Corp.abouta June

1995 meeting he attended. The Justice Department claims that Microsoft illegally offered to divide the market for Internet software with Netscape at that meeting.
The most important priority at the meeting,according to the e-mail sent the next day
by Microsoft's Dan Rosen and introduced
as evidence by the government, was to "establish Microsoft ownership of the Internet
client[browser] platform for Win95." Rosen represented Microsoft at the meeting.
Netscape's chiefexecutive officer,James
Barksdale, testified earlier in the trial that
Microsoft proposed that "a line be drawn"
to separate its Internet browser for Windows
95 from software that Netscape could sell
for other types of computers.
Browsers let people view information on
the Internet.
"What Microsoft intended to do if we
rejected the proposal was to, in essence,
crush us in the marketplace," Netscape cofounder Marc Andreessen said in deposition
testimony made public Tuesday.
"By virtue of its market weight and

force and power and greater size, through a
sustained assault, Microsoft felt, I believe,
that they would be able to in fact render us
irrelevant," Andreessen said.
Microsoft's lawyer, John Warden, has
argued that Netscape either "imagined" or
"concocted" the alleged offer, suggesting
that Netscape believed it could help the
government prosecute Microsoft.
Gates, Microsoft's co-founder and top
executive, is not scheduled to testify in person at the antitrust trial involving his company, but gave hours of testimony to the government in a deposition last summer. Microsoft has accused the government of trying to demonize its leader by planning to
show the videotaped excerpts.
The government also sought Tuesday to
show that Microsoft refused to share important technical information about its Windows operating system, which Netscape
needed to refine its browser.
"Everybody is totally dependent on
Microsoft for these things," Barksdale testified. "They were playing games with us.

... It wasn't right."
In the case, one of the most significant
business trials this century, one important
allegation is whether Microsoft illegally
wields its industry influence to stifle competition.
Barksdale testified that Apple Computer
Inc. agreed in August 1997 to distribute a
version ofMicrosoft's Internet software for its
Macintosh computers,rather than Netscape's.
The government on Tuesday showed
handwritten notes from Apple's chieffinancial officer, Fred D. Anderson, explaining
that Microsoft had threatened not to develop
its bundle of business software for the
Macintosh, which Apple considered vital
"Apple needed to ensure that Microsoft
would continue to provide MS Office for
Mac, or we were dead," Anderson wrote.
"They were threatening to abandon Mac.
Trading card was making Internet Explorer
default browser."
Barksdale testified Tuesday that Apple's
decision "irritated the stew out of me.I was
very angry with them."

• Airline safety

Doctors ask pilots not to take Viagra before flights
WASHINGTON(AP)— Add another
line to a pilot's preflight checklist: No
Viagra.
The Federal Aviation Administration is
recommending pilots not take the impotence drug within six hours of flying because it could make it tough to distinguish
between the blues and greens found in cockpit instrument and runway lights.
So far the drug doesn't seem to be a
problem for other transportation workers.
"For the above reasons,'Six hours from
Viagra to throttle' is recommended," wrote
Dr.Donato J. Borrillo, a flight surgeon who
issued the warning in the most recent issue
of the Federal Air Surgeon's Medical Bulletin. Studies show it takes that long for Viagra to leave the bloodstream.
The phrase mimics the abstinence rule
for pilots who drink alcohol: "Eight hours
from bottle to throttle."
In clinical studies of Viagra,3 percent of
patients reported seeing a bluish haze. Others taking higher-than-recommended doses
had trouble telling the difference between
blue and green.
Both conditions are troublesome for pilots, since blue and green lights are used to
outline taxiways and illuminate digital instrument panels.
Borrillo, who is commander of flight
medicine at Wright-Patterson Air Force
Base,issued his vision warning in a bulletin
to flight surgeons. They are the doctors who
must certify that pilots are healthy enough to
fly.
He noted that Viagra inhibits the action,

of an enzyme that contributes to impotence.
But that same enzyme, phosphodiesterase,
is also present in the eye and is critical for
cells to change light into brain signals.
Borrillo warned that "full attention to
the instrument scan and the task at hand may
be compromised" by Viagra.
He also wrote that because Viagra can
cause "confusion" for pilots, "it is the author's view thata minimum ofsix hours should
pass from 'as needed' dosing and flying. Furthermore,the continued [daily] use ofsildenafil is incompatible with safe flying." Sildenafil is the chemical name for Viagra.
While no accidents have been linked to
Viagra use,the FAA decided to recommend
it not be used within six hours offlying, said
agency spokeswoman Kathryn Creedy.
She said the agency would continue to
monitor the drug.
Northwest Airlines instituted a policy
earlier this year requiring its pilots who take
Viagra to wait 24 hours before flying, said
company spokesman Jon Austin.
Pilots, particularly those who fly commercial aircraft, are some of the most medically restricted transportation workers.
They must have a physical at least every
year, and they must tell their doctor every
six months what medications they are taking. In addition, they are limited to flying
100 hours a month.
John Mazor,spokesman for the Air Line
Pilots Association, said the restriction is
actually less severe than the one pilots face
when taking antihistamines. Federal law
prohibits pilots from flying before more

than twice an antihistamine's effective time
has elapsed — eight hairs in the case of a
tablet that is effective for four hours.
"Usually the FAA doesn't deal with a

drug until it's been on the market a year or
more," Mazor said. "It probably comes
under the heading of the FAA being a little
more cautious."

• Obscenity

Case against nude clown dismissed
LINCOLN, Neb.(AP) — A public-access TV program showing a naked man in
clown makeup masturbating was "bizarre
and disgusting" but not obscene,an appeals
coda ruled Tuesday in throwing out the
performer's pornography conviction.
The Nebraska Court of Appeals dismissed the case against Scott Harrold, who

had been fined $1,000 for distributing pornography. His videotaped performance was
aired twice in 1995.
"While the adjectives strange, weird,
graphic, unnecessary, distasteful, indecent
and offensive are all applicable to Harrold's
videotape, it is not legally obscene," Judge
Richard Sievers wrote.

UMaine Sports:
the victory, the defeat, the pride.
Read it in Sports.
UMaine's thrice-weekly newspaper
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• Pamela Jones lawsuit

Starr asksjudge to block Clinton subpoena
LITTLE ROCK, Ark.(AP) — Prosecutor Kenneth W. Starr asked the judge
in the Paula Jones case to block a subpoena by President Clinton's lawyers served
on the law firm where Starr's compensation has topped $1 million a year, documents show.
According to federal court documents
released Monday,U.S. District Judge Susan Webber Wright said the subpoena
last December should stand so Clinton
could attempt to show any bias. Clinton
was seeking possible links among Starr,
Starr's colleagues and Mrs. Jones.

Starr's office did not immediately return phone calls Tuesday.
Wright dismissed Mrs. Jones' sexual
harassment lawsuit April 1.
Starr's intervention came at the same
time he sought to limit the Clinton camp's
access to Monica Lewinsky during Starr's
probe of possible perjury and obstruction
of justice in the Jones case regarding
Clinton's relationship with the former
White House intern.
Clinton and his lawyers sought any
documents linking the Kirkland & Ellis
law firm of Chicago with lawyers or wit-

nesses from the Paula Jones case. The
law firm objected to the subpoena, saying information sought was irrelevant or
protected by attorney-client privilege.
During a Jan. 29 telephone conference with lawyers, Wright said information pertaining to Ms. Lewinsky would
not be used in Mrs. Jones' trial. The
judge also took up Starr's request then
"to intervene in the underlying action
for purposes of requesting ... a stay of
discovery."
In arguing to a Washington, D.C.,
federal court to compel Kirkland & Ellis

to comply with the subpoena, Clinton's
lawyers cited Wright's ruling that Clinton was entitled to subpoena the law firm
"in order to show bias or motive on the
part of the plaintiff Paula Jones," the
documents show.
In a letter to Clinton's lawyers, Kirkland & Ellis acknowledged working for a
women's group opposed to Clinton's
claim that he should be immune from
lawsuits while president. It said that unless Clinton's lawyers could point to a
specific document they wanted, they
should withdraw the subpoena.

• Economics

Consumer confidence falls with global downturn
NEW YORK(AP)— Consumer confidence has fallen to its lowest level in
nearly two years amid the economic turmoil spreading around the globe.
The Conference Board reported Tuesday that its index of consumer confidence fell 9.1 points to 117.3 in October.
The last time it was lower was in December 1996.
The decline was the fourth straight
month of retreat and was much larger than
Wall Street analysts expected. The index
now is down 20.9 points from its 29-year
high in June.
Consumer sentiment is an important
economic indicator since consumer
spending accounts for two-thirds of the

nation's economic activity.
With the Christmas season just getting under way,the decline in confidence
may mean trouble for the nation's retailers. Department stores make nearly half
their profits in the last three months of
the year.
"Growing anxiety about the financial
markets, combined with political concerns and recent layoff announcements,
have given consumers the jitters," said
Lynn Franco, associate director at the
Conference Board, a New York-based,
business-financed private research group.
The report comes amid increasing evidence that the U.S. economy is slowing because ofthe financial crisis in Asia and Russia.

VOTE

Stocks fell Tuesday, with the Dow
Jones average dropping 71.32 to 8,360.89
in late afternoon trading. That's nearly 6
percent above where it began the year but
10 percent below its record high of
9,337.97, reached July 17.
The index that measures consumers'
expectations for the next six months
dropped 10.2 points to 86.6.
Fewer Americans said they would buy
a home or major appliance or were planning a vacation. Many consumers said
they expect business conditions to worsen, meaning fewer jobs and lower paychecks.
There's already evidence that the consumer is turning cautious. A survey re-

leased Tuesday by the International Mass
Retail Association found 1,003 respondents planned to spend $828 on holiday
gifts this year, up a slim 1.8 percent from
their expectations for Christmas 1997.
Anticipating a tough holiday season,
many merchants are issuing conservative
sales estimates for Christmas. "There's
a lot on the plate and there's a lot of
reason to be skeptical," said Shawn Kahle, a spokeswoman for Kmart Corp., the
third-largest U.S. retailer.
The consumer confidence index,started in 1967,is compiled from responses to
questions sent to 5,000 households nationwide. The index compares results to
its base year, 1985, when it stood at 100

ON NOVEMBER 3RD,

UMaine Needs
Your Help!
VOTE YES ON QUESTION #1,
A $20 Million
Research & Development
State Bond Proposal
$10.8 million will come to UMaine:
• to build research and teaching labs
• to enhance learning opportunities
• to provide student jobs on campus
• to help build a better UMaine
Remember, if you live on campus, you can vote at Doris Twitchell Allen Village.
If you live offcampus and don't know where to vote, please call 581-3743.
Paidfor and authorized by the Research and Development Bond Campaign C.ommittee,
Jeffery N. Mutt, Treasursr, P.O. Box 1104, Bangor 04402-1104
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• U-Wire

University of Michigan clamps down on athlete gambling
By Erin Holmes
MichiganDaily (U. Michigan)
(U-WIRE)ANN ARBOR,Mich. — As
point-shaving, fixed games and monetary
bets among college athletes become more
visible, the University of Michigan said
yesterday it is not ready to take a gamble
with the reputation of its athletic program.
In the midst of potential accusations
against the Northwestern University football team, the Michigan Athletic Department proposed a "zero tolerance" policy
regarding gambling in college athletics — a
policy that would make it illegal for athletes to make bets or be involved with
organized gambling.
"We're pretty much going to take a
hard-line stance," said Derrick Gragg, the
university's director of compliance.
Northwestern currently is undergoing
an investigation involving possible incidents of fixed games during at least two
football games during the 1994 season that
could result in indictments.
The investigation follows two former
Northwestern basketball players admitting earlier this year that they were involved in point shaving against three
teams — one of them Michigan — during
the '94-'95 season.
Athletic Director Tom Goss said it is
important to realize that gambling is a
national issue, and the university could
also be at risk.
"You have to make it known locally and
do something to get out in front ofit," Goss
said this summer, when he initially-pro-

posed the idea of a no-tolerance policy.
The polity, which stemmed from researching the measures taken by other
colleges to stop illegal gambling, was
part of a hand-out at a conference held
Sunday and yesterday that played host to
more than 500 student athletes, coaches
and assistants.
"Some schools do these policies as reactionary measures," Gragg said, adding
that because the Northwestern incident hit
so close to home, it made the situation
more real. "We're trying to be proactive."
The new policy, which will be discussed with every athletic team at the beginning of its season, is one the Athletic
Department wants to implement formally,
said Associate Athletic Director for Media
Relations Bruce Madej.
"All you can do is make[athletes]aware
of the problem, show them how they can
get involved and show them how to not be
involved," Madej said, adding that after
the university adopts such strict measures,
it would be hard to imagined any athlete
attempting to bet or gamble.
"People think it is just a casual, nowand-then thing," Madej said.
"It's not — it's a big business. We're
talking about true organized crime."
The Athletic Department also brought
in Michael Franzese,a man considered one
ofthe top mobsters in New York in the'70s
and '80s who dealt with professional and
college athletes fixing games and damaging careers, Gragg said.
"He came in and gave an overview of
how he did it," Gragg said."This is part of
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Got a class during lunch or dinner hours?
You don't have to miss a meal with our
Grab & Go Meals!
Stop by the dining commons during
breakfast or lunch.
For a meal equivalency you get:
• a deli sandwich, made to order
• bag of potato chips
• your choice of fruit
• cookies
• canned beverage

See your dining commons manager for details!

the ongoing education and preventive measures we're taking."
When it comes to cracking down,
Gragg said,the university has all its cards
on the table.
"Having Michael [Franzese] here
showed the viewpoint from the other side
of the tracks," Gragg said. "It was very
beneficial and something most people
haven't seen before. Most people never see
the person who was actually in the backroom, doing the gambling."
The university also made it clear that
the big leagues of football and basketball aren't the only places gambling can
happen.
LSA senior Tanja Wenzel, an LSA senior and member ofthe swim team,attended the conference and said it was made
obvious to her that the university is not
ready to fold despite the problems ofNorthwestern — a Big Ten neighbor.

"They wanted us to recognize gambling is a problem, even though a lot of
people don't see it as that," Wenzel said,
adding that gambling is often viewed as
a problem only in high-profile sports
such as football arid basketball. "Now
we say, 'Wow, it's out there, and it
could be a problem'... it could easily
happen to us."
For those who couldn't see the conference first-hand, other arrangements
were made.
"Our coach videotaped it," said hockey player Josh Blackburn, a kinesiology
first-year student. "We're all getting together to watch it."
Madej said the access to gambling —
especially over the Internet — is unbelievable, and not something that the university
can pretend to avoid.
"If you don't think it.can happen here,
you've got your head in the sand,"Madejsaid.

• U-Wire

UNH professor cleared of charges
from staff reports
The New Hampshire
(U. New Hampshire)
(U-WIRE)DURHAM/N.H.— A University of New Hampshire microbiology
professor was found not guilty of charges
that he allegedly assaulted a student.
Frank Rodgers was found not guilty in
Durham District Court last Monday night,
nearly two years after a graduate student
accused him of simple assault.
Rodgers was charged in February 1997
after graduate student Bochiwe Hara-Kaonga filed a complaint with the University
Police Department.
The incident, during which Rodgers
allegedly shook the victim by the shoulder, took place at 1 p.m. Feb. 6, 1997 in
Rudman Hall.
"I'm overjoyed," Rodgers said. "It's
been a very rough time for me and my
family, but I've been vindicated at last."
The three-day trial came to it's final
deliberation Monday night by District Court
Judge James Patterson, who was brought
in from Carrot County to re-hear the case
after a mistrial was declared last year.

The official complaint stated that Rodgers "did knowingly cause Bochiwe HaraKaonga unprivileged physical contact, to
wit, the said Frank Rodgers did grasp Bochiwe Hara-Kaonga by the shoulder and
shake her back and forth."
Last October, Durham District Court
Judge Gerald Taube excused himselffrom
the case at the request ofcounty prosecutor
Susan Morrell because of Taube's past
presentation with a key defense witness.
While waiting for a new trial, Rodgers
faced scrutiny at the university, having
been tried before three committees, all of
which found him innocent prior to the
court ruling.
Since the trial, Rodgers has taken leave
from UNH and has been residing in Winnipeg, Canada. He has been awarded a
scholarship to do research with HealthCanada, that country's equivalent of the
Center for Disease Control.
Rodgers said he does not plan to
leave UNH's microbiology department.
He will return from Winnipeg sometime
in December.
(Material from The Associated Press
contributed to this report.)
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Re-elect Cathcart, Stevens
hen deciding whether to re-elect a public official, one must take into consideration what the official has done thus far and whether he or she is ready to do
more and is enthusiastic about it.
Mary Cathcart,the Democratic incumbent for Maine Senate District 7,has done herjob
as senator admirably thus far. Many of Cathcart's achievements concern the University of
Maine and education. She has been one of the university's most staunch supporters during
her years in Augusta. As the chair of the Joint Select Committee on Research and
Development,Cathcart has been the biggest promoter ofQuestion 1, which asks to allot$20
million to the University of Maine System for research and development.
Cathcart has also been working hard for elementary and secondary schools. As a member
ofthe Joint Standing Committee on Education,she played a big part in increasing the amount
of funding for public schools by 9 percent in the past two fiscal years. She is also on a
commission that hopes to provide teachers with the authority needed to handle violent
students. In addition, Cathcart chairs the Joint Standing Committee on Labor. Her opponent,
Robert Fiske, would most likely not find himself on these committees,let alone chairing one.
Cathcart has also said she is ready to go back for a second term and deal with unfinished
business, armed with a laundry list of improvements in mind for UMaine. She wants an overall
increase in university funding, an increase in funding for research and development, a yearly
contribution to Fogler Library of $4 million to $5 million, and higher salaries for UMaine
professors. Cathcart would also like to even outthe funding for K-12 schools. Although they have
received more funding,Cathcart realizes poorer communities are not getting the funds they need.
Kathleen Stevens,the Democratic incumbent for Maine's House of Representative District
123, has also represented her district well throughout her terms. Stevens has dedicated her time
in the House to representing the university community and making sure UMaine isn't forgotten
in Augusta. Stevens is what the university needs — someone in a decision-making position who
has a young voice, but who also has the experience and connections that benefit the university.
Stevens currently serves on the Joint Standing Committee on Appropriations and
Financial Affairs, a position which benefits Orono and the university greatly. As a member
of one of the most powerful committees in the Legislature, Stevens plays a direct role in
determining the state's budget, and her voice makes a strong impression on where state
funding goes. Through this position, Stevens has been able to succeed in her efforts to
increase the amount of state aid for education.
Stevens understands what the university community needs because she has been a part of
it. She has obtained both an undergraduate and graduate degree in English from UMaine. Not
only is she informing people about her campaign, but she is informing them about the
importance ofQuestion 1 and the effect it will have on them.She also plays a large,nonpartisan
role in ensuring that members of the university and the surrounding communities are
registered to vote and find their way to the polls on Election Day.
Her opponent, Scott Morelli, shares many of the same views as Stevens, but lacks the
experience and tenure necessary to get things done. As with Fiske, it is doubtful that, as a
new representative,Morelli would be placed on the same committees on which Stevens now
serves. This would mean the university and Orono would lose the strong voice they now
enjoy in Augusta. In a time when funding is crucial, this would be unacceptable.
In 1991,the Legislature cut$11 million from UMaine's budget.Stevens has consistently
worked since 1992 to get this, as well as additional, funding back. While she has
accomplished numerous goals such as this, Stevens has many more she would like to
accomplish in the next two years.
There is something to be said for teamwork. Stevens and Cathcart have a close working
relationship. They have consistently worked in tandem to accomplish goals that were too
large for either to tackle alone during their overlapping terms.
It's a critical time for UMaine and the state of Maine in general. Maine voters and UMaine
students don't need to be represented in Augusta by people who arejust getting their feet wet.
As the incumbent candidates, Cathcart and Stevens have experience, a critical ingredient
needed in getting things done in the Senate and Legislature. Both candidates know how things
work and have detailed agendasfor their potential returns.For these reasons,we endorse Mary
Cathcart for Senate District 7 and Kathleen Stevens for House District 123.
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• Letters to the editor
The world has seen the an English professor, was
acts done by the country of researching a book on Lord
Serbia, which involve eth- Byron, he came across a
nic cleansing, murder and long-unpublished manurape.I ask you to tell me,and script by Jeremy Bentham,
To the editor:
to tell the world,some other the Utilitarian philosopher.
I am writing in response fact than what we have seen, Bentham found no rational
to the letter "Think before heard or experienced. Only basis for anti-homosexual
judging," printed on Oct. 7. then might we understand laws in England, and said
It was an accusation that I do what it is those 10 million the state had no interest in
perpetuating them.
not understand what it means people are fighting for.
One hundred seventy
to live through a war, that I
Alma Delic-lbukic years later, our Supreme
do not understand what a
Orono Court has not caught up with
burning home smells like,or
Bentham.
how the tears of millions can
make the air moist. UnfortuMargaret Cruikshank
nately,I do understand what
Women's studies
it is like to live through a
To the editor:
lecturer •
war. I understand what it is
Fernald Hall
like to be hungry and to be
Last week,the murder of
scared. Not for a day, or a
week, but for four years. I a gay student at the Univerunderstand what it means to sity of Wyoming was widecope through this type of ly reported. A few days latTo the editor:
life. I know what it means not er, the Supreme Court reCincinconsider
to
fused
last
the
knowing if today is
On Nov. 3 the town of
day I will see my father, or nati's anti-gay law. These
is making it easy for
Orono
are
events
connected.
two
a
place
that if I will have to
people to vote.
on-campus
disLegally
sanctioned
do
I
call home tomorrow.
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polling
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as
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er, lose her son. I do know bashings die. Ordinarily,the to help your university, your
this, because this has hap- mainstream press does not education and yourself.
District 123 Rep. Kathpened to me and my family. cover these hate crimes. But
Stevens is more than
leen
stucollege
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has
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a
Orono,
in
pushed
was
hatred
gay
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not
was
bia
our
of
community.
member
faces.
our
attacker.
the
but
Does anyone on the Su- She knows what needs to be
I did not choose to see or
live through this. And the peo- preme Court understand the done, and knows how to go
ple you accusedid not"choose" origin oflaws like the one in about making it happen.
Now any candidate in this
to hate Serbia or call its people Cincinnati they found acwill "Lift a stein for
district
of
law
American
ceptable?
voice
your
raising
By
butchers.
Maine."Only Kassold
dear
British
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VIII,
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For the past eight years, uality were taken into En- got her on the AppropriaSerbia has done everything glish civil law from canon tions Committee and the
but destroy the lives of in- law or church law.Thus 16th Joint Committee for Renocent Bosnians, Croat- century prejudice and igno- search and Development.
ians, Slovenians, and now rance rooted in religious be- What does this mean to us?
The House and Senate
Albanians. Is this what you lief became codified in law.
When the Supreme Court listened when Kassie fought
are defending? Do you believe it is right to take the upheld the constitutionality for real funding for real acalife of a person because of sodomy laws in 1986, it demic programs.She helped
their religious beliefs dif- cited proscriptions against get the R and D bond issue
fer from yours? You have homosexuality under Henry on the ballot and worked efno right to tell readers they VIII. The Court did not note fectively to see that the Unido not understand. Or that and probably did not know versity of Maine got$4 Milthey sit in their "warm thatthese proscriptions were lion for research in this budrooms" and make judg- borrowed from canon law. get.This means new faculty,
ments. For four years, you In a sense, the Court justi- improved labs potentially
also had a warm room to go fied its legal decision on re- manyjobsfor Maine.This is
back to. Tell me then how ligious grounds. Apparent- something concrete for us
you can understand what ly,..church and state are not right now, and, just as imthis is like. I have lived separate for gay citizens as portant for those of us with
children in this partofMaine,
through this war, from its for the majority.
Not may of us would something for the future.
beginning to its end. I feel
Think about it. Vote for
you have disrespected the wish to be ruled by customs
innocent people who have and beliefs dating from the Kassie Stevens and yes on
died in this Balkan war by time of Henry VIII, but gay Question I.
ignoring and defending the. Americans are'in that posiChris McEvoy
part Serbia has played for tion, legally.
Orono
When Louis Crompton,
the past six years.

• Serbia earned
its judgment

• Middle Ages
mentality.

• Stevens knows
UMaine, Orono
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• Letters to the editor (continued)
voting record on these issues is
clear, and I want to correct what
was printed.
To the editor:
1. Clearcutting: I supported the
Forest Compact in last year's refJam a huge hockey fan and I was erendum, which was the comproexcited tofind outatthe beginning of mise legislation supported by Gov.
the year that there was going to be a King and the majority of the Legnew student-only section in the Al- islature.TheForestCompact would
fond for all ofthe hockey games.The have limited clearcuts, increased
section is in the balcony and they are buffer zones, and required large
just the perfect seats. You get a great landowners to do audits;it failed in
view ofthe gamefrom all angles and referendum.
2.State minimum wage:IstrongI think that it was a great idea to put
us up there. But here is the only ly support increasing the state minthing: I was asked to move about imum wage by 25 cents an hour.
three times from my seats because Not only did I vote for the increase
season ticket holders from last year this year,but also,as Senate chair of
wanted to sit in their seats that they the Labor Committee,I led the dehave sat in since the dawn of time. bate to pass it. I believe that if you
Now,I am not a mean person or one work 40 hours a week, you deserve
who gets pissed at things like this, to earn a livable wage.
but I just don't think that it is fair.
There was a great number of stuMary Cathcart
State Senator District 7
dents present on both Friday and
Saturday nights to cheer on our winOrono
ning team.Isaw many ofthem being
moved notonly outoftheir seats but • Cathcart cares
even to different sections. I just
To the editor:
thought that the whole point of the
student section was to unify the students for a roaring effect of crowd
As a non-traditional full-time stuparticipation. By putting the whole dent,living in the area,lam writing to
band up there,it is already eliminat- tell the students at the University of
ing a number of seats, but it is great Maine why they should endorse and
to have them there. I just feel that vote for Mary Cathcartfor the Maine
these people who were evicting us Senate. As many of you may know,
from our rightful seats should be she is currently serving in the Maine
stopped or something. Maybe I care Senate and she has achieved an intoo much or nobody else cares at all. credible record representing the people and not special or money interMathy M. Matturro ests. Currently she is the Chair of the
Somerset Hall Labor, Education and Cultural Affairs Committees. She has always
• Yes vote helps Maine advocatedfortheUniversityofMaine
System andespeciallytheOronocampus. She has a special affinity for the
To the editor:
needs ofstudents as well as people in
On Election Day Maine voters all generations in all situations. She
will be presented with a referendum has always accepted the challenges
question thatasksthem to allocate$20 that have come her way and tried to
million to research and development find the solution that would benefit
efforts across thestate ofMaine.Ifthis the most people in the best way posquestion isapproved,the Universityof sible. I personally have had the opMaine will receive nearly $11 million portunity to request her help on an
of that money.Think about what$11 issue. She responded immediately
million can do for our school's re- with excellent information and help.
My project will in no way further her
search and development missions.
The passage of this question is career nor will it get her votes but it
by far the most important issue on will help some of those she reprethe ballot for our institution. As sents. I am asking you to please vote
studentS and members of the on Nov.3for Mary Cathcart.She has
UMaine community, we should be the experience and most importantly
united in our support for Question cares about all those she represents.
1 and vote YES for the betterment Vote. Thank you.
of our university.
Beth Tableman
Scott Morelli
Orono
Vice President
Student Government Inc. • Question 1 important

• All-student section?

• Misquoted on issues
To the editor:
Thank you for the coverage of
my Maine Senate debate last week.
Overall, I think the reporter did a
good job. However, there were
two subjects on which she totally
misrepresented what I said. My

To the editor:
Tuesday,Nov.3, we will have a
chance to vote on Question 1, the
research and developmentbond.This
bond, should it pass, will bring almost $13,500,000 to the University
of Maine campus alone, and will
help us renovate important research
and teaching facilities. This will in-

15

• Guest column
clude renovations and an addition to
Hitchner Hall and a new food science and human nutrition facility.In
addition to research laboratory upgrades,teaching laboratories willalso
berenovated.I hope this is thefirstin
a series of bond issues that will help
all aspects ofcampus life.Ifthis first
bond issue should pass,it will send a
positive messge to our legislators
and governor of our support for investment in research and development,and highereducation in general. The reverse, of course, could be
true if it should fail.
Whichever way you as a student may vote, I urge you to vote
on Nov. 3.
I also want to take this opportunity to publicly thank Rep.Kathleen
Stevens and Sen. Mary Cathcart for
their unfailing support for research
and developmentinitiativesin Maine
and higher education, in particular
their support to the UMaine. Both
hold important positions inthe state
Legislature with Rep. Stevens serving on the Appropriations Committee and Sen. Cathcart serving as cochair of the Research and Development Committee. It has been my
pleasure to work with both legislators and they have my full personal
support as they seek re-election.

Vote yes for Maine
ll my life, I have lived in
Maine. As a native ofthe
state, not having lived
anywhere else, I/assumed that we
ranked high compared to other
states in the nation in regards to our
economy. I assumed this, because
I had never seen anything different
from us.
But once I got into college, I
began to be more conscious of the
economy of the state, through eyeopening statistics that I obtained
through the General Student Senate.
I began to realize how we compared
with the rest of the nation, and how
inferior our economy and system of
labor was compared to other states.
I also began to see beyond the
statistics and witness real-lifeexamples in their place. I had friends here
at the university who were graduat-

A

residents andforthosejustgraduating from our institutions of higher
education. This would help to keep
qualitycollegegraduatesfrom leaving the state after graduation and
would help tocontinuethe progress
of the state.
Supporting this bond referendum would help to fund the establishment of buildings and facilities throughout the state, which
would help to developthetechnology and products to propel our
economy to the next level. New
facilities are needed in order to
foster R and D in Maine. These
facilities will serve as the base for
this initial drive for research and
development investment.
This financialinvestmentinto

By Chris
Barstow

ing, but had to move out of state,
because there were "no opportuni- research and development will
ties" here for them. I had friends not only serve as the base of the
from high school who went to col- initial drive to establish Maine in
G. Bruce Wiersma lege out ofstate, because there were the R and D field. The base that
Winslow Hall "more opportunities" and better fa- we would be building would also
cilities for research in their field keep Maine high school gradu• Go
where they were going. There also ates from leaving the state. With
wasa higher probability ofreceiving the proper funding that the UniTo the editor:
ajob in the area where they went to versity of Maine System would
Most often, I think The Maine college than from the state where be receiving from this bond for R
and D endeavors,students would
Campus is a fair and just newspa- they came from.
The
solution
to
this
can
be
be drawn to the state's universiper. Monday, Oct. 26, was an exvery
simple
and,
can
actually
be
ties
and would stay in the statefor
ception.In Monday's article"Comsolved
by
the
people
of
Maine.
their
undergraduate education.
mittees lack student input," Stacia
The
way
that
Maine
people
can
I
hOpe
that all of you get the
Hook interviewed everyone but the
stop
this
interference
in
our
econchance
to
go
to the polls on Nov.
person who makes committee apomy
is
to
simply
exercise
the
right
3
and
exercise
your right to make
pointments: me.Ifshe interviewed
to
vote.
Voting
"yes"
on
Question
a
choice
in
the
direction of our
me, she would have learned that I
1
on
the
Nov.
3
ballot
can
solve
state
and
vote
on
many issues
made 10 appointments on Friday
the
problem.
Voting
'"
yes"
on
affecting
us
all.
Voting
"yes" on
alone, including the CommenceQuestion
1
would
get
the
ball
rollQuestion!
will
be
a
decision
that
ment Committee. As for Shawn
ing
on
what
could
be
a
great
movewill
benefit
you
and
the
rest
of
Murphy claiming"the same people
ment
in
this
state.
This
movement
this
state.
Voting
"yes"
on
Quesrepeatedly serve asrepresentatives,"
only three people out of the 10 could benefit everyone in the state tion 1 will help to keep good,
hard-working people in Maine,
appointed serve on more than one for years to come.
Voting"yes"on
Question!
would
while also helping to improve our
committee. The article was full of
provide
$20
million
in
Research
and
educational
institutions and the
misinformation which could have
Development
(R
and
D)
funding
to
future
for
us
all.
been prevented if the reporter had
benefit
the
state.
This
money
would
gone to the proper source.
be used for developing new products
Chris Barstow is a fourthand
new
technologies,
so
year
thatMaine'
s
elementary education maLyn McLaughlin
economy
could
prosper
and
grow.
jor
and
is the president ofthe Off
President
This
would
create
jobs
for
Maine
Campus
Board.
Student Government Inc.

to the source

Deadline for endorsements
The Maine Campus would like to print as many electionrelated letters to the editor as possible before next
Tuesday. To allow us to do so, all endorsements
must be less than 300 words and must be received
by noon Friday, Oct. 30. Letters may be e-mailed
to To_the_Editor@umit.maine.edu, and may
mailed or hand-delivered to the fourth floor of
Chadbourne Hall. Letters received after the
deadline will not be printed.
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Your Daily
Horoscope

ENTERTAINMENT

By Sally Brompton
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IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: It
does not matter how many mistakes have been
made over the past 12 months.It does not matter
how many opportunities have been wasted. The
only thing that matters is that you learn from
experience and make certain that the next 12
months are the best of your life.
ARIES(March 21 - April 19): The storms
clouds ofthe pastfew weeks should have passed
by now and there on the horizon you can see the
sunshine pouring through. It may take a while
before you reach it but there is no doubt at all
that you are heading for calmer, brighter and
more interesting waters.
TAURUS(April20- May 20): Luck comes
to those who believe in it, so believe that you are
being looked after by a lucky star and who
knows what good fortune you might encounter
today. Even a difficult situation will work itself
out for the better if you stay calm and refuse to
give in to doom and gloom.
GEMINI(May 21 - June 20): What happens today may not seem funny to you but to
everyone else it is hilarious. So what happened
to your sense of humor? What happened to that
Gemini love of the absurd? Or do you only
laugh when the joke is on someone else? Lighten up, life is supposed to be fun.
CANCER(June 21 -July 22): You must be
tactful today when explaining to others how
they got it wrong. There is a right way and a
wrong way to point out mistakes. The right way
will earn you a lot of praise; the wrong way will
lose you a lot of friends. Have you got so many
you can afford to insult them?
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Major changes
are on their way, the kind of changes that will
turn your world upside-down and inside-out
before setting it on its feet again. Whatever else
you do don't fight these changes. The forces at
work here are far too strong for you. Besides,the
changes are in your favor.
VIRGO(Aug.23- Sept.22):Even difficult
situations should be easy to handle now as
Saturn begins its transit of your fellow Earth
sign of Taurus. However, one thing you should
be aware ofis that travel and social plans may be
subject to frustrating delays. There's not a lot
you can do but grin and bear it Well, bear it at
any rate.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Some things
take time to work their way through the subconscious. In fact, some things take years. So don't
be surprised if you find yourself thinking about
things you had forgotten about — or thought
you had. The answer to an old, old question is
about to reveal itself.
SCORPIO(Oct. 23 - Nov.21): You don't
know if new arrivals on your social scene can be
trusted, even though you have a good feeling
about them. So don't give too much away until
you have had a chance to size them up some
more. Not that you will give much away anyway: secrets are your stock in trade.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21): Cooperation is the key to success today -- and
most other days come to that. You may be brave,
you may be bold, but you can't do it all alone.
More to the point, you have a great deal of work
to plough through over the next few days. Why
would you want to do it alone?
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): If certain avenues of expression are blocked today
then don't despair and don't give up. It is just
Saturn'sway oftelling you that you mustfind an
alternative route. You may have to go a little out
of your way but Saturn always rewards effort,so
you will like what you find.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): Don't
allow yourself to get emotional about things
over which you have no control. Some things
you can change, some things you cannot. It is
essential that you know the difference today. If
you want to make the world a better place, start
with something that comes naturally to you.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): You may
have to disappoint a friend or colleague today
because what they require is beyond your powers to bestow. Of course, if they had any sense
they would have known that anyway and not
asked you in the first place. Don't feel bad that
you cannot help them: they're not as desperate
as they look.

Wednesday, October 28, 1998

Your Daily
Horoscope
By Sally Brompton
For Thursday, October 29
IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: Do
what suits you best this year, whatever that
happens to be and however much others may
moan that you are being selfish. Maybe you are.
but it's about time you put your own needs first.
A sudden move to a new environment could do
wonders for you ambitions.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Leave as
little to chance as possible today, especially if
you are trying to explain ideas that others find
difficult to grasp. It may be a bore having to
spell it out in words of two syllables but it will
save you a lot of crossed lines and cross looks
later on in the month.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): You don't
have to do anything drastic today, even though
others appear to believe the roof is about to fall
in. It isn't: it's just the Full Moon making
everyone more nervous and irritable than usual.
You,however, being a serene Taurean, will take
it all in your stride.
GEMINI(May 21 - June 20): A relationship may appear to be going through a rough
patch and today's Full Moon in your opposite
sign of Sagittarius certainly won't help, but
there really is very little to worry about. In fact,
worrying is about the only thing that will make
matters worse. So, stop worrying.
CANCER(June 21 - July 22): Others will
either threaten you or promise you the Earth
today — maybe both within the same breath.
Whatever tactic they choose to employ it is
doomed to failure as you are not in the mood to
be bullied or flattered. If they want something
done they had better learn how to ask.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22):,You owe it to
yourself to take a break. You owe it to yourself
to take it easy. Whatever others say you should
be doing — and you can be certain it won't be
something you enjoy — you owe it to yourself
Co ignore it. Not everyone will be happy with
you but that's not your problem.
VIRGO (Aug. 23. Sept. 22): You could
learn a great deal about yourself today. More
importantly, you could learn a great deal about
someone you work with. And if what you learn
is to your liking then by all means let them
know. This could be the start of a beautiful --and prosperous — friendship.
LIBRA (Sept.23 - Oct.22): You should be
feeling wonderfully alive and free of commitments now, and if you are not it can only be a
matter of time. If you get the urge to travel —
and many Librans will — then make it long
haul. What you discover in an exotic location
could turn your world upside down.
SCORPIO(Oct.23 - Nov.21): It is a waste
of time worrying about money because whatever conclusions you reach they will be distorted
by the influence of today's Full Moon. Focus
your mind on something more enjoyable, even
if it is of no importance in the greater scheme of
things. What makes you think money is?
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21): It's
not like you to indulge your emotions but today's Full Moon in your birth sign could be a
real tearjerker for some Sagittarians. Just make
sure you don't reveal anything of a potentially
humiliating nature. The embarrassment could
last long after the tears have dried up.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): You
cannot expect the world to stand still. You
cannot expect things to stay just the way they
are. You must change with the times or the
times will leave you far behind. Capricorn is
supposed to be a dynamic sign. What happens
over the next 24 hours will give you the chance
to prove it.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): You
have strong views on certain subjects and
with Mars aspecting your ruler today you
won't be shy about making them known. By
all means let your words of wisdom flow but
don't expect everyone to agree with you.
Don't take it personally: they're entitled to
strong views too.
PISCES(Feb.19- March 20): It is essential that you consider the consequences of your
actions today as some of the things you are
planning could have a disruptive effect on your
home life and your work. You may be determined to make a name for yourself but he
careful or it could be the wrong sort of name.
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ACROSS

6

10
14

17
20
21
22
23
25
26
33
35

36 Word on a U.S. 62 Winter Palace
dweller
coin
37 Make smocking, 63 Org. in rights
fights
e.g.
64 Baseball
39 Hump.
shouldered
animal
Noted cow
name
Rake part
Rolls filler
Relative of -ian
as Olios for actress
Cartwright?
Veto
Jousting bouts
Turn on the
dramatics
Prescription
particular
Resound
Bring an olio to a
dance?

40
41
42
44
48
49
51
54

57
59

65
66
67

To bring a correction to our
attention, call 581-1271 between 9 a.m. and noon, e-mail
To_the_editor@umit.maine.edu,
or stop by the office on the
fourth floor Chadbourne Hall.
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DOWN
i Teri of "Dumb &
Dumber"
Full partner
Overthrowing
Belgian airline
Sugar suffix
Star of Lyra
Dr.
Frankenstein's
assistant
Popular music
category
Communication
for the deaf: Abbr.
Esthetic
Ii Ritz rival
Fancy
Home tweet
home?
Do a lawn job
Starting
"The People's
Choice"
historian Herbert
Grog ingredient
Prods
State's rights
amendment to
the Constitution
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I Bas-relief
medium
Big name in
plastic
Lean
Sea shades
is Minds' l's?
16 Home health
worker.
Chewy olios?
Carry on
English estate
owner, maybe
Weasel in brown
Olin and Horne
Tommy who
sang "Dizzy."
1969
Bakery olios?
It's the law
In reverie
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57
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61
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Puzzle by Cathy Millhauser

29 Spanish actress 46 InventiOnS, so to
speak
Carmen —
30 Assertiveness 47 Fort Bliss site
31 Soir follower 50"Cosmos" creator
32 Bob Hoskins's 51 Write
role in "Hook"

permanently

52 Daedalian
33 Hammett
creation
hound
34 Gym exercise
38 Inputs anew
40 For all grades,

53 Go-ahead
54 Erte's forte
55 Wise ones
56 Apt male names
for this puzzle
58 Baron's title
60-- Mahal
61 Style, Elle-style

as textbooks

42 Bellum
antithesis

43 Bone: Prefix

Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concerns — love and compatability, work, money, career,
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven
days a week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute,
which is billed to your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be
18 or older. Call today — 1-900-726-3063.
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• International Dance Club

Students find fun and diversity in dancing
By Henrique Fontes
Special to the Campus
A dance for two? A way to celebrate?
Well — maybe just a good time.
The International Dance Club is all of

the above and also an opportunity to learn
about different dances from countries all
over the world.
Meeting every Sunday afternoon from 2
to 4 p.m. at the Delta Tau Delta house on
College Avenue, the club has been gather-

ing students from the University of Maine
who want to step into unusual rhythms and
moves.
"The International Dance Club is a place
for people to gather, enjoy themselves and
simply dance," said Diana Campos, a grad
student from Brazil.
Campos is one of the founders of the
dance club and since the beginning,a month

hips to the fast pacing music.
"It's a comfortable atmosphere to learn
how to dance," said senior psychology major, John Phelpsa.
The club is more of a cultural exchange
thanjust meeting people from other countries,
said Hala Chaoui, a grad student and COfounder ofthe club. "Dance is a more universal language,just like music is," she said.

"Dance is a more universal language, lust like music is."
Hala Chaoui

International club members try out some new moves as they get ready for Culturefest.
(Andrew Bailey photo.)

ago,she said the club has taught a variety of
rhythms from South and Central America to
even as far as Greece.
"It's like they were going to a regular dance
class," she said. Although,according to Campos,the main goal ofthe club is to have fun and
learn a different way to move your body.
Olga Kabche from Venezuela came to
UMaine to study English and visited the
club last weekend to share a "caliente" way
of dancing. She has taught the "Meringue"
and joined the group to dance a CaribbeanAfrican dance called "Calypso."
"They were fascinated by the different
movements,"Kabche said,referring to some
American students who tried to swing their

Chaoui has been keeping up to the beat
every Sunday in the WI house,and she said that
other dance groups are starting to get interested
in the experience. The swing club has already
started exchanging some of their moves.
Some ofthe club members are preparing for
Culturefest. They are choosing from both exotic and traditional rhythms and are getting ready
to shake Hauck Auditorium Saturday.•
Anyone can join the club. There are no
fees and you don't even have to have a
partner. The only requirement is to be open
to try new dancing that you may not even
have seen on movies or TV. The International Dance Club is an authentic exposition
to a moving culture from far away lands.

• CD Review

Getting familiar with 'Agents of Good Roots'
By Jennifer McCausland
Maine Campus staff

rock' n'roll band.
"Now I'm singing in the sunshine,dancing in the rain again, making love in the
When Andrew Winn wasfourteen,some- moonshine," Winn sings.
thing tragic occurred that changed his life
After hearing Winn's dark voice with
forever.During a skiing accident,he crushed the lyrics for this song, I only had one
his larynx,leaving him with a different raspy thought in mind: corny.
voice. Ashamed, he withdrew to his guitar,
Again, Agents of Good Roots takes a Ubut soon accepted his new raspy voice. All turn with their sound during their jazz-renthis ignited an interest that lead him to where dition called "Smiling up the Frown." I
he is today: the lead singer of Agents of think it is the saxophone combined with the
Good Roots, the opening band for Blues cymbals that creates this image.
Traveler coming Nov. 12. Their newest CD,
Every one of the songs on "One by One"
"One by One," captures the special individ- is a surprise. This is one band that can't be
uality of this Virginian band.
labeled as having the same sound for every
Winn's voice vibrates along with his gui- song. With this CD, you get your money's
tar. The background drums are intense. The worth for variety. Even though some of this
more popular song,"Come On," rocks to the "diversity" could have skipped the CD all
core with majestic lyrics and a concentrated together.
beat. Winn's voice is a unique sound as .a
My favorite song on the CD was "I'll Be
result of his tragic accident eleven years ago. Back." OK, so maybe it could be one of
"Passion is you pill you can swallow those drippy love songs, but the combinaforever, taking them one by one," sings tion of piano with Winn's haunted voice
Winn during "Come On."
pushes the song to be heard.
Not all of the songs on "One by One" get
Listening to his lyrics,every college kid can
such rave reviews. During the song, "Up- relate.It's about getting lostin life and really not
spin," Winn's voice does not fit the part. The knowing where to find the path back.
corky lyrics sound like an old man is taking
"But now I'm trying to patch up the pieces
a skip andjump down memory lane. Female of broken time and I am sorry Iran so far away
vocalists chant in the background,sounding
See AGENTS on page 20
more like a church gospel session than a

Agents of Good Roots will open for Blues Traveler Nov. 1 2. (courtesy photo.)
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• Film review

'Apt Pupil', not as thrilling as other works of King
By Barry Holyoke
Maine Campus staff

Holyoke finds the newest Stephen King film, "Apt Pupil," "dark and twisted."
(courtesy photo.)

"You can only taste with your own tongue..."
Do you like to write?
Are you interested in writing reviews
on events happening on campus?

son's Creek" and David Schwimmer of
"Friends" are the supporting cast.
The most interesting factor of this
"Apt Pupil," the newest Stephen King film is the fact that it disregards the
film-from-novella movie opened this premise of the film, which is about the
week.
"true evil" of the Holocaust. The film
Sir Ian McKellen plays an ex-Nazi in focuses more on the mind-set of a sociohiding that is discovered by a straight-A pathic student and ignores the real horror
student played by Brad Renfro. Instead of this century's darkest examples of evil.
of turning him in, Renfro is infatuated The Holocaust was the most dark and
with the Nazi regime and the Holocaust. horrible time in history this century.
Renfro blackmails McKellen into telling
Although it is not entertaining to hear
him stories of his involvement at the about the atrocities of the Nazis in Euconcentration camps and gas showers.
rope, as a horror movie, it skirted the true
The story line is dark and twisted, as terror of that situation. It focused more
there is no hero in the film. Both main on less terrible actions.
characters are selfish and self-centered.
The scariest part of the film was not
The two engage in a power struggle to even shown. The terrible fact of the film
dominate their relationship.
was the idea that a youth of today can be
Despite being written by Stephen so infatuated with Nazi Germany and the
King, this film is not as horrific as some atrocities they committed that he gets
("Carrie," "Night Flier" and "Cujo"). excited by the stories. In today's society
Despite having a dramatic story line,"Apt where the youth are getting more and
Pupil" is not as spellbinding or thrilling more desensitized to violence, the facas "Misery" or "Needful Things."
tors that lead to these children acting this
The actors do well to portray their way should be investigated more often.
dark sides. Renfro shines for a young
This thriller is worth seeing,like most
actor. It is hard to believe McKellen is Stephen King films, but it is better to rent
British underneath his German accent it so you can be more comfortable, which
and rotten teeth. Joshua Jackson of"Daw- is impossible in theater seats.
iassolft\

Come share your experiences and
write for the Style section of the
Maine Campus....
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UNO'S COMES TO BANGOR!

The newest member of the Uno Restaurant family opens in
Bangor! So get ready to make a fresh start with a dynamic, fullservice restaurant team! At our fun, casual dining establishment
with a diverse menu and full bar, you'll find excellent earning
potential, flexible schedules, comprehensive training programs
and tremendous growth opportunities. Oh . . and one more
thing - You'll have fun in our fast-paced friendly environment!

• Bussers
• Host People
LI • Bartenders

I • Cooks - line & prep
• Dishwashers/ Utility

rvi

Please apply in person starting Wednesday, October 21, 1998
Sam - 7pm through Saturday, October 24, the first week. Each
week following, apply in person Monday through Saturday 8am
- 7pm. Uno Chicago Bar & Grill, 725 Stillwater Ave., Bangor (on
the Bangor mall pad opposite the new Filene's), or call:
(207) 947-5000.

Visit our website at www.pizzeriauno.com
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Culturefest '98
A Celebration of

Cultural Diversity

Our Bangor location opens on November 23rd, and well be
looking to select people for the following opportunities:

• Servers

.

-featuring a fresh, new facelift

Saturday, October 31, 1998
11:00a.m._ 5:00 p.m.• Memorial Union/All of First Floor
11:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m
11:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m
11:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m
2:00 p.m. - 3:30 p.m
3:45 p.m. - 4:30 p.m
4:30 p.m. - 5:00 p.m

County /Culture Exhibits
Children's Activities
Food vendors
Talent Show
Style Show
Closing

Various Rooms
Nutter Lounge
The Damn Yankee
Hauck Auditorium
Hauck Auditorium
Hauck Auditorium

All Events are Free and Everyone is Welcome - Please Join Us!
UNIVERSITY OF

MAINE

Culturefest is the inaugural event of Interntional Week,
October 31-November 8, which includes a variety of
lectures, films, and musical events. Call the Office of
International Programs at 581-2905 for further information.
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• Chips

Estrada,Wilcox get on their bikes again
NEW YORK(AP)— Shiny police motorcycles. Southern California ribbon highway. A brilliant sunny day. Two aging cops
in shades, helmets and brown patrol uniforms exchange knowing glances and smile
the smile of old friends.
"A lot's changed, Jon," says Officer
Frank Poncherello (Erik Estrada), his stillfeathered hair now streaked with silver.
A moment passes.
"A lot's changed,Ponch.A lot'schanged,"
agrees a pensive Jon Baker(Larry Wilcox).
It's 1999 on the freeways of metropolitan Los Angeles, but evidently one thing
that hasn't changed is the gripping dialogue
that typified the late-'70s and early-'80s
NBC series "CHiPs. But other things?
Darn tootin'.
Let's see: There's been "Hill Street
Blues" and "St. Elsewhere," which popularized the narrative plot interweaving and
soap-opera sensibility that thrives today in
— NYPD Blue," "Homicide" and "ER."
There's the fact that police drama simply
doesn't LOOK. like "CHiPs" anymore,
though its gloss did presage "Miami Vice."
And there's the new breed of viewers who
have let nostalgia trump taste, creating a
continuously recycled and redigested diet of
programming that was mediocre and market-driven in the first place.
For these reasons and more, —CHiPs
'99"(stands for California Highway Patrol,

by the way), a TV movie airing at 8 p.m.
EST Tuesday on TNT, is something that
really didn't have to exist. But it does. and
it's full of good intentions if not good television. So let's have a look.
The show did have a few strengths. Its
comparative nonviolence(exploding cars and
fistfights were generally the worst that things
ever got) made it kid-suitable. RobertPine as
Sgt. Getraer (now Commissioner Getraer)
provided a nice update for the WHaPs(Weary and Harassed Police Supervisor) archetype. And the music — cheesy but cool, a
disco beat cross-bred with sound effects from
Mattel Handheld Electronic Football.
Executive Producer Rick Rosner, who
did the original show and is cashing in his
CHiPs once again,sees deeper appeal. "It's
ageless,- he enthuses. "It's part of the
American, California dream: Get on those
bikes and race around the freeways."
Bikes and freeways there are aplenty,
interspersed with scenes of L.A. and Ponch
and Jon atop bikes as their eyebrows blow in
the wind. You get one thing from these
moments: Brown polyester is not a cop's
best fashion choice.
During his CHiPsless years, Larry Wilcox has been involved in a variety ofprojects,
including developing,producing and directing the cable TV series "The Ray Bradbury
Theater" and operating multimedia and telecommunications companies.

Agents
from myself, but I swear I will be back again,"
Winn sings.
Another song that definitely could have
been cut from the CD is the song,"Hoping,
Waiting, Longing." The lyrics are acceptable, yet Agents of Good Roots ruins the
effect by giving the song a lively,top-40 beat
that kills the sincerity. The Toni Braxton—
copycat chanting in the background turns the
clock back to the early 1990s, one flashback

from page 18
I would prefer to avoid. Agents of Good
Roots would improve considerably without
the female vocalists.Hopefully they won't be
with them at the Alfond Nov 12.
Overall, Agents of Good Roots is a band
to check out for yourself. I feel in concert
they could really jam out.
Stay tuned for the interview with
Agents of Good Roots coming out next
week.

World Briefs. Your six pack to the world.
Enjoy it on page 2.
UMaine's thrice weekly newspaper
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Margarita's
Wednesday
Student I.D. Night
2 entrees for 1
$2 Margarita's

Thursday

We neg
Toga Party

Ihursday
DJ Dance Party
$3 Light Night

friday

Ladies Night
"Empty Head"
40% Off Food in the
LIVE 9-1
Lounge

Though Wilcox, an earnest, decent acWhen two younger CHiPs officers come
tor, has found success beyond CHiPs, he up empty,Jon and Ponch — the latter newly
says coming back impressed his young sons. back on the force after 15 years during
. "They thought it was so cool; their dad which he raised a son and painted the Goldwas a policeman on a motorbike," he says. en Gate Bridge (don't ask) return to the
"I was their John Wayne for a day."
streets. This time they're at the vanguard of
For Estrada, a big drawing card in Latin a "carjacking task force."
TV, resurrecting the exuberant Officer
Cop drama ensues. There are the obligaPoncherello was great fun.
tory car explosions,Ponch accidentally kiss"Getting in uniform and playing a po- ing Jon's wife, several intrusive flashbacks
liceman still is a childhood form of expres- to the original series, a rooftop fight on a
sion for me, a passion that I had," Estrada moving bus and an improbable sequence in
says. "Ponch is so much fun. I get to be which Ponch has all tour buses in the metro
outrageous and get away with it."
area stopped and searched.Johnnie Cochran
There's still a place for "CHiPs" in the Jr. puts in an appearance,as does Judge Judy
"NYPD Blue" world, he says.
(a Ponch and Judy show?).
"It represents a really terrific time in our
Inevitably, tension develops again bepop culture that was a fun period ... the long tween hot-dog Ponch and straight-arrow
hair,the dancing,the disco,thefunky clothes, Jon, now his superior. "When you up and
the free love," Estrada says. "We didn't left 15 years ago, I didn't have to see cars
have the gangbanging and the crack cocaine explode anymore," Jon snaps.
and the AIDS situation, so it wasn't a
Things work out for the best, and our
stressed-out time."
heroes share laughs and adventure. Truth be
At the center of the plot of"CHiPs'99" told, if you put aside a critical eye, the whole
is a series of high-end carjackings. The two thing's harmless, good-natured fun — and
crooks represent the evolution of TV vil- good PR for police in an increasingly anarchic
lainy over the years: One is a low-rent thug era. But can't creative energies be directed
with a vague New York accent who could AWAY from nostalgia for nostalgia's sake?
have been imported straight from "ManIn the end, the two officers hug. "I hope
nix," the other an I-know-that-dude slacker it's not going to be another 15 years," Jon
with serious attention deficit. Their boss is a says to Ponch.
willowy brunette with a mean streak as wide
What a prospect:"CHiPs'14." Remote
as the Santa Monica Freeway.
control, please.

• More TV

Networks slash costs
NEW YORK (AP) — Jonathan Randal used to dread competition from TV
networks on the big stories overseas, with
their free-spending correspondents and
camera crews.
Often the networks took over the story and other journalists followed, said
Randal, who spent 20 years as a roving
international correspondent for The
Washington Post. "They had a lot of
money, they weren't shy about spending
it and the results were terrific."
Those days seem more distant than
ever with word that ABC,CBS and NBC
have approached officials at CNN — the
cable network they all sneered at fewer
than 20 years ago — to explore ways of
joining forces to cover news outside of
the United States.
No agreements seem imminent, mostly because of the thorny issues involved
in cooperating with a fierce competitor.
But the talks alone illustrate how interest
in overseas news has flagged and the
business landscape changed for television.
Cutting back international spending
was a key component in a budget-slashing plan announced by CBS News this
month. Bureaus in Moscow and Tel Aviv
were downsized and international management will be consolidated in four hubs.
Networks need to cut costs because
declining viewership has cut into advertising revenues. International news is a
natural place to look in the 1990s, as
American interests turned inward toward
O.J. Simpson and presidential sex scandals.
"Foreign bureaus are very busy when
they're busy, but there are long periods
of time when they are not busy," said

Bob Murphy, ABC senior vice president
for hard news.
After a peak in 1989 when the Cold
War ended,network news has spent much
less time on foreign news, researchers
say. News executives say that except for
the Bosnian conflict, there have been
fewer long-running stories.
It's also cheaper and easier to use
more entertainment-driven news rather
than complex international stories, said
Ed Turner, a former CNN executive now
a fellow at the Freedom Forum's Media
Studies Center in Arlington, Va.
CNN has 24 bureaus with correspondents outside of the United States, more
than ABC, CBS, NBC and Fox combined. The networks have other overseas
offices with staff but no full-time correspondents.
"We think there is a need for more
international coverage," said Tom
Johnson, chairman of the CNN News
Group. "If it were up to Ted [Turner,
CNN founder], we'd probably have a
bureau in every country.
"When the other networks pull away,
it gives us more of an opportunity to
serve," he said.
News executives say they look for
cost savings without diminishing their
ability to cover news. They've supplemented their ability to get breaking news
video by subscribing to news services
like Associated Press Television News
or Reuters Television and by striking
agreements to share material with overseas broadcasters.
This can bolster a network's coverage
by freeing a correspondent to explore
different facets of a story, said Marcy
McGinnis, CBS News vice president.
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• Men's soccer

An end to an era
By Jay Baltes
Maine Campus staff

It went so fast.
For the seniors on campus this year who
expect to graduate this May, those four
words are starting to sink in.
For the senior athletes this fall who have
struggled year in and year out to put their
teams on top, it's an especially empty feeling
right now.
Four years of sweat. Four years evaporating coupled with the freshmen's incoming years of"nextseason" hopes and dreams.
For men's soccer captain Andy Guastaferro there is no next season. His future in
University of Maine athletics goes only as
far as next week, next game.
"Andy has put his heart and soul into this
team,"Coach Scott Atherley said."He's a great
role model,a great player and a great person."
The respect between Guastaferro and
Atherley is a two-way street. Andy brought
his 5-11, 165-pound frame from Farmington, NY, to Maine four years ago despite
heavy recruiting from several programs in
the Northeast.
"I had seen a lot of schools and UMaine
stood out above the rest," Guastaferro said.
"After my first visit I knew that these were
the guys I wanted to play with and Scott was
the coach I wanted to play for."
And so Maine is where he came to play
the sport that football derived from, despite
interest from many colleges about his impressive 33-1 record as a wrestler for Canandaigua Academy and his National Honor
Society membership.
"I was overjoyed when he decided to
come to Maine," Atherley said. "And he's
lived up to every expectation we had."
Soccer was always a focus of Guastaferro growing up. Under the coaching of his
father, Joe, he scored 31 goals and notched
27 assists in his high school career.
After adding All-State honors to his resume his senior year, Guastaferro said he
hoped to continue his success with the Black
Bears the following fall.
"When I was a freshman, the seniors
really took us in," Guastaferro said."They
were great role models and it made my
transition into collegiate soccer very enjoyable."
Guastaferro was a role player in his first
two seasons,contributing to the team when-

Andy Guastaferro has been everything
the men's soccer coaching staff had hoped
for. (file photo.)
ever he was called upon. Last year he found
his stride when he exploded with eight goals
and three assists, making him the teams
leading scorer.
This year he has two goals and four
assists in trying to captain a team with several key injuries. After a promising start,the
Bears have slipped to 5-8-1 on the season
and are out of playoff contention.
The Bears still had a fighting chance
until just last Friday, when they lost a 1-0
heartbreaker in overtime to Delaware.
"It was a difficult loss to take. It's frustrating to see such a capable team fall short and not
be able to think ofnext year,"Guastaferro said.
Next year might have bigger things in
store for Andy, who has a professional career in his sights. His commitment to the
sport remains in focus and he hopes some
professional team will corral him.
"I'm going to give it my all to play
professionally,"Guastaferro said."If all goes
well, I hope to be playing soccer competitively for a long time."
And if not?
"I want to be involved in the sport as long
as I can. If not as a player than I'd like to
coach someday."
As for now, Guastaferro still has three
more games to play for Maine,including his
last home game this Saturday against New
Hampshire.
"We're playing for pride now," Atherley said.

Massage
YOU WILL LEARN:

'Introductory Massage Techniques
Where: Premier Care
31 Main St.,Orono ME
'Relaxation Techniques
When: Saturday, November 7, 1998
'Soft Tissue Manipulation
Time: 9:00A.M. to 4:00P.M.

'How To Improve Flexibility

Registration Fee: $25.00 for the morning session $40.00 for the full day

All materials will be provided by the instructor.
Please wear loose-fitting cloting.
For additional information please call Jane Kimball
L.C.M.T. at 207-326-0613 or 866-2048.
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clas ifieds
travel
Alaska Employment—
Fishing industry Excellent
earnings & benefits poten•
tial. Ask us how! 517-222
4161 ext. A50671
#1 Spring Break Specials!
Book early- receive a free
meal plan! Cancun-Jamaica
$399, Bahamas $459, Panama
City $99. 1-800-234-7007.
www.endlesssummertours.cor
Act Now! Call for best Spring
Break Prices to South
Padre(free meals), Cancun,
Jamaica, Keywest. Panama Cit
reps needed...Travel free, ear
cash, group discounts for 6+.
www.leisuretours.com/800838-8203
Spring Break...."Take 2"...2
Free trips- only 15 sales & earn
$$. Hot destinations! Low prices
Free meals, drinks, parties!
Limited offer. 1-800-426-7710
www.sunsplashtours.com
Spring Break 99!! Cancun Nassau -Jamaica-Mazatlan Acapulco-Bahama Cruise Florida-South Padre. Travel
free and make lots of cash!
Top reps are offered fulltime staffjobs. Lowest price
guarenteed. Call now for
details! www.classtravel.coi
800/838-6411.
Cruise & Land Tour Employment - Excellent earnings &
benefits potential. World
Travel (Hawaii, Mexico,
Caribbean). Ask us how!
517-336-4228 ext. C50671
Tickets to All Events in
Montreal:Montreal Canadien!
98-99 season, Depeche Mode
Nov 6, WWF Nov 8, Dave
Matthews Band Nov 16, Neil
Diamond Nov 20, Holly Cole
Dec 5, Celine Dion Dec 7-18,
Walt Disney on Ice, Lenny
Kravitz...FMI call 514-488-206
Spring Break 99! Free Booze &
Food! Lowest Rates! UMO's #1
Rep. 1998 10 Destinations! Call
866-2773 anytime.

personals
Break out your Toga &
dancin shoes for the
Toga Toga Party at
Margarita's Oct.28th!
Reduce Stress!! Yoga
classes start 11/2 in
Orono & Bangor. All
Levels. Student rates.
New times. 945-0760
Low Rate Telephone Calling Cards Great Rates. Also
for Foreign Calls Available
at Wadleigh's Market
Ski? Snowboard? Us too!
Call free 888-207-6240 for
free stuff.

for rent
Orono Washburn PLace
1 opening as of Jan 1,
1999. 149 Park Street.
Luxury 2BR townhome
heat, water, sewer incl.
no pets. sec. dep. &
lease required. $625/mo.
call 945-6955
FREE ROOM adjacent to
campus plus $105/month
for maintenance person:
please write PO Box 71
Orono 04473
4 Bedroom house all utili
ties paid W/D dishwasher
deck close to campus.
call David at 989-3452
Rooms to rent @ 385
College Ave Orono
across from campus.
$225-250- all utilities
included. Call 866-7712.

help wanted
TRAINED MEDIATORS
NEEDED Use your skills
and earn money. Call Campus Mediation. 581-2639
Orono School Department
Substitute Teachers:
2years+ of College required, Experience working
with children preferred.
PLease apply in person at:
Office of Superintend entof
Schools 18 Goodridge Drive
Orono, ME 04473. 866-5521
EOE
Margarita's Orono hiring
barbacks and cocktail
servers. Call Tom or Bill
at 866-4863.
King's Pizza --FT/PT positions: drivers license
and proof of insurance
required.
Paid Marketing Internship.
Campus Street Rep Wanted
to market and promote
animalhouse.com, the ultimate online college commu
nity. E-mail us:
campus@animlahouse.com
or call 1-800-2 54-843 3

for sale
for sale: (4) truck tires
with less than 5000 miles
on them 255/75/16. $60
each. Call Gary Martin 8270279 or page 264-7757
Wood Stove, Large, Lots of
heat. Use as fireplace insert
or stand-alone. Great for
camp or home! 866-5548
Hamden 3 Bedroom Ranch
located in family development. New furnace/stove, car
garage. $n,900. 990-5601

To place a assified ad in
The Ma Campus
come to the fourth f •r of Chadbourne Hal.
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• Field hockey

ATHLETES In need of help
Black Bear sop omore orward Dan Kerluke is one of many off2RTArsnipers for the
Maine hockey team this year.Kerluke picked
up 22 points last season, which tied all rookie
scorers for Maine last season. The native of
Brampton, Ontario, is a former selection to
the Provincial Junior A All-Star team (in
Ontario) where he registered 116 points in 50

Name: Dan Kerluke
Position: Forward

Dan Kerluke, forward. (file photo.)

hough the Bears' ofgames in 1996-97
fensive threat is a
ed to pulling the
trigger, this week
the ammunition
out of his weapon. ...
RIGHT
What is your favorite non-hockey
team? Toronto Blue Jays
If you could spend an hour with anyone in history, who would it be?
Eddie Shore.
What is your favorite facility to play
in besides the Alfond Arena?
Mariucci Arena, University of Minnesota.
Wh , other t n Maine of course,
has th coole
key East?
mhersi
HEFLEX
Wh is your craziest ambition? To
mee e Prime Minister of Canada.
Growing up, who was your favorite
hockey player?
Wayne Gretzky.
What is the craziest place you've
ever been?
Squamish, British Columbia.
What is your vorite book?
"The End of Prin."by David Carson.
Your favorite mo
"Slapshot".
Whatis yourfavo
te
io show?
"The Simpsons".
What about your hobbies' Skiing,
drawing and a computer nerd.
Finally, Dan, who will captur the
Stanley Cup this year?
Ottawa Senators.

The Maine Campus recycles.
Share it with a friend.
UMaine's thrice weekly newspaper
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By Josh Nason
Maine Campus staff

third straight shutout loss for the 6-11, 1-5
conference, Tigers.
Kix said before she left on the road trip
The midseason swoon continued for the that if Maine did lose against Delaware,she
University of Maine field hockey team last didn't want to have a poor showing against
weekend as it lost a 3-0 must-win game the Tigers.
against No. 11 Delaware Friday, despite
On Friday, Rachel Barger had goals in
breaking a five-game losing streak on Sun- both the first and second half as Delaware
day.
shutout Maine 3-0 in Newark, Del.
Maine (9-7) plummets even deeper in
Sara Hills scored a first-half goal for the
the America East conference at 3-3 as it 13-3 Blue Hens, with Juli Byrd, Jodi Byrd
heads into its final two games of the and Kelly Cawley registering assists. Kelly
season at home against Drexel and Hof- Adams made four saves on four shots.
stra.
Kix said her team had a hard time deFor the Black Bears to make the final cut fending the Blue Hens' explosive front six,
for the post season,they notonly need to win and added she was disappointed with the
their last two games, but New Hampshire, overall defensive effort.
with a 4-3 conference record, needs to lose
"We could have stepped up the intensity,
one of its last two games.
especially in a must-win situation like that,"
The teams would then fall even with Kix said. "Our defense played not to make
Maine gaining the advantage via its win mistakes instead of an aggressive defense
over the Wildcats earlier in the season.
that we're capable of."
Maine will play Drexel on Friday afterCindy Botett made three saves on 11
noon,and then will meet Hofstra on Sunday shots for Maine.
in the season finale, while UNH ironically
Delaware outshot Maine 13-3 on cormeets the same two teams in reverse order. ners.
"We feel like we did what we were
The Roar: Maine made a defensive
supposed to do and had a very successful switch by promoting freshman Janet Reise
season," Maine coach Terry Kix said."Now to the sweeper position for the Towson
we have to hope that someone can knock off game and there may be more changes going
into this weekend.
New Hampshire for us."
Two seasons ago, Maine failed to make
Drexel is tucked right below Maine in
the conference at 8-9 overall, 2-4 in Amer- the conference tournament and then hosted
ica East, while Hofstra is dead last at 6-11, the ECAC tournament, which it won.
1-5.
However, Kix said she is not sure if
On Sunday, Becky Blue's unassisted she will apply to this year's tourney if
goal less than five minutes into the second Maine fails to make the America East
period was the only score of the day, as post season due to both finances and
Maine snapped a five-game losing streak by emotional issues.
downing Towson, 1-0.
"The[America East]tournament is such
Cindy Botett recorded her second shut- a positive that I feel our team would be so
out of the season, making two saves on six disappointed that it would be very hard for
us to continue and go on to another tournashots in the process.
Amy Cole and Betsy Crossman made 11 ment," Kix said."But we're going to have
saves on 18 shots for Towson. This was the to see how that all plays out."

Depression
is an illnessnot a weakness,
'RUT DPW'SSION

THE STORY OF THE GHOST

gi Caust. of SuccIP

http://www.save.org

htixe p.top(t.

1,04.444% 5164
5214
Pio,4
A#1.4e40/4#1, 52V
1-/A4a 5311
For.. are front Boston,each way based on a RT
purchase. Fares do not Include taxa,which can
total between $3 and $80.Intl Student ID may
be required. Fares are valid for deportura In low
season and are subject to change. Restrictions
apply. Call for our low dornestk for,and fares
to other world wkle destinations.
Don't forget to order your Euralipasst

r

with every Plush CD purchase!
While supplies last.
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METravel
CIEE:Council on International
Educational Exchange

I -800-2CounciI
www.counciltravel—com
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Madness

from page 24

that competes in the shade of the lavish,
more nationally recognized programs here.
"This is the kind of crazy stuff that track
people do," Michaud said."We don't get a
whole lot of attention from anyone. Not that
it is a bad thing, but we're not hockey.
"This is the first time that we've ever done
anything like this and I don't know ofany track
teams that do this, he said. This is for basketball
and a big time sports teams type of an event."
And it almost didn't happen,if notfor the
men's hockey team, which spurned the idea
last Friday night.
"My freshman year, the hockey team's
midnight madness was quite an event and it
really made an impression on me,"Michaud
said."And it kind of stuck in the back of my
mind and going into [Friday night's Maine
hockey] game I mentioned it as a joke to
Katie that we ought to do that."
And,sporadically, they did it.
As the brisk temperature degrees plummeted — then plateaued — at around 30 F,members
ofthe track team began their preparationsfor the
moment that Cinderella had dreaded.
Alone in the darkness, the Black Bears
charged Alfond Stadium and scaled the highrise seats to the summit in a particular flash
that would separate them from all other
varsity athletics programs here.
And the countdown ensued. Beginning
at 10, the Bears worked their way to zero

before punctuating the moment with a cheer
that echoed throughout the frivolous, expressionless stadium.
"We wanted to project our voices,"freshman Leslie Machado said."Wejust wanted
to rage up there."
"You have to be sort of crazy to be a
runner," freshman Greg Gould added.
But was a statement made?
"It shows that the track team has balls,"
Shaffer said. "It's cold, it's late and we're still
here."
"It made a statement that our track and
field teams wanted to work hard the very
first minute they could," Black Bear men's
hoop coach John Giannini said. "It's a real
credit to their program."
Standing alone in the Orono night, like
an ensemble in an imposing, vacant amphitheater, these Black Bears embraced a moment that no other varsity sports team here
could relish this season.
Sure, the Maine hockey team held a
midnight madness, but by locking Alfond
Arena's doors at 11:45 p.m., it accomplished very little.
As for the men's and women's basketball?
Neither team kicked offtheir season at midnight.
"It definitely wasn't something I was
expecting at UMaine," said Chadd Roper,
an Indiana University transfer."I think it is
kind of unique that the track team is the only

Brian Oickle, Steve Seeback and Mike Collins enjoy a moment during midnight
madness. Note Seeback's cool mittens. (Mike Collins photo.)

Track
heroes are usually in bed by 8:30 p.m., so
even having an early-evening madness is
kind of a stretch.
And men's basketball, unfortunately,
simply doesn't have the tradition and student fan base here that one finds in a
Kansas, Kentucky or even at UMass.
The Black Bear track team has received
minuscule support around here — from fans,

from page 24
administrators and from the local media, including, I dare say, the Maine Campus.
This was a 'night for the other teams to
take a back seat. At 12:01 a.m. on Monday,
Oct.26, 1998,it was the tracksters' night to
shine. A night that belonged to them.
Editor's note: this is a column written by
David "Sheek"Bailey.
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OpenI You may learn something about yourself Your opinion matters
Write a letter to the editor.
your mina
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JOIN US
State Representative
Kathleen Stevens

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Maine Educational Association
Maine Trial Lawyers
Maine State Employees Association
MLG Political Alliance
Maine Council of Senior Citizens
Maine League of Conservation Voters
National Association of Social Workers
Maine AFL-CIO
Dingo Alliance
Maine People's Alliance
National Organization of Women

VOTE STEVENS ON NOV. 3
Paid for and authorized by the Committee to Re-Elect Representative Kathleen Stevens, Jeannie Matava, Treas.
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The program's finest hour...
By Bill Stewart
Maine Campus staff
Twenty-five minutes before Monday
prepared to swallow last Sunday into obscurity,the University of Maine was experiencing a paralyzing chill, which captivated the
entire campus.
The Harold Alfond Sports Stadium stood
frozen, towering over the darkened, lifeless
buildings that flanked the massive, perforated complex.
The parking lot, which usually envelopes
an overabundance of vehicles each weekday,
was cemented in isolation as a few auxiliary
lights kept the artificial surface inside the
sports stadium moderately lit.
And when the final 20 minutes of this
particular Sunday's existence waned,freshmen Sadie Shaffer, Nicole Binette and Sarah LaPerle strolled into the stadium and
took a seat on the outdoor track. Stretching,
they had no idea what to expect.
Soon, Katie d'Entremont — the Black
Bears' senior track captain — emerged from
the shadows that were cascaded from the
fleeting lights around the Memorial Gym.
Following d'Entremont was fellow senior
captain Derek Michaud.
It was almost time. No, actually, it was
time. Time for what is believed to be the
first-ever midnight madness for a program
See MADNESS on page 23

Members of the UMaine track teams share some laughs and smiles on the top rows of Alfond Stadium during their first midnight
madness. (Andrew Bailey, photo.)

...in the middle ofthe night
By Dave Bailey
Maine Campus staff

"We thought we were going to get
dumped [on] or something [by the upperThere were no Maine-iacs in clown make- classmen]."
up, no band churning out the Stein Song, no
To some of these gals, having a MidBananas the Bear playing with the kiddies. night Madness can serve as a means of
The University of Maine track team getting pumped up for the season ahead.
performed its inaugural Midnight Mad"It demonstrates it's going to be a strong
ness on a frigid Sunday night—Monday team," said fellow first-year student Kristin
morning in front of nobody.
Peddle,steam elevating outofher blue woolYet there's nothing wrong with that, if en hat after a lap around the track."You have
you believe some of the freshmen women to do a lot offun things outside of practice."
on the team, who were as beaming and
Everyone involved expressed high hopes
enthusiastic as Snoopy after downing a that Midnight Madness will soon become a
six-pack of root beer.
Maine sports staple in the years to come.
"It's good this many [team members]
"When I'm captain I'm making sure evshowed up after 12 on a school night," eryone shows up," piped freshman Sadie
exclaimed Leslie Machado, jumping up Shaffer in reaction to the fact that only seniors
and down as much out of the chilly weath- and freshmen turned out for the occasion.
er as out of bubbly excitement.
The glory sports on campus (men's
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and women's basketball, men's hockey)
all eschewed Midnight Madness this
year. But the track squad, one of the
most obscure teams on campus, was up
to the task.
You could cut the irony with a machete.
To be fair, the men's hockey team had

a midnight go-round,but the Bears trapped
the Alfond doors at 11:45 p.m. and barred
the public.
Of course, you can't expect women's
hoop to have a Midnight Madness. All of
the fossils who drool at the sight of their
See TRACK on page 23

After braving the cold
temperatures to hold its firstever Midnight Madness, the
University of Maine indoor
track teams garner the stat of
the week, which is No. 1. The
Black Bears are the only
varsity sport here to hold a
true midnight madness.

